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Introducing…	

Jean Little
by	Jo	Ellen	Bogart

Jean	Little	has	been	a	member	of	CANSCAIP	for	
every	one	of	its	40	years.	In	fact	she	was	there	at	
its	conception	in	1977	when	eleven	authors	and	
illustrators	met	for	the	first	time	at	Port	
Colborne’s	Literary	Festival	and	realized	that	
what	the	scattered	creators	of	children’s	culture	
in	Canada	needed	was	to	organize.	As	we	look	
back	at	CANSCAIP’s	amazing	40	years	it	seems	
only	fitting	that	we	also	share	a	retrospective	
look	at	one	of	Canada’s	earliest	and	most	
successful	children’s	writers.

I	#$%	$%&'(	)*	#+,)'	)-,%	.+*/,0'	because	
Jean	and	I	have	been	friends	for	more	than	
three	decades.	For	years,	Jean	and	I	have	traded	
stories	about	family,	the	youngsters,	our	
siblings	and	parents,	about	friends,	animals,	
especially	dogs,	and	just	life	in	general.	We	

shared	many	hours	in	the	car	going	to	our	
wonderful	group	for	writers,	illustrators	and	
performers,	CANSCAIP.	Our	various	rides	
together	became	a	combination	of	mobile	
writers’	workshop,	counselling	session	and	
confessional.	We	often	talked	about	what	we	
were	writing	at	the	time.	On	one	ride	I	told	her	
about	a	rhyming	book	I	was	working	on,	
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reciting	some	lines.	She	said	to	me,	“What	if	
you	stuck	in	a	third	line	with	internal	rhyme	
and	completed	the	verse	with	that	third	line?”	
She	was	right	in	that	her	suggestion	vastly	
improved	the	pattern.	I	told	her	that	the	
changes	would	be	hard	to	do	and	she	assured	
me	that	I	was	up	to	the	task.	That	book,	Sarah	
Saw	a	Blue	Macaw,	is	dedicated	to	Jean.	

As	we	talked	about	books,	we	each	were	
introduced	to	a	variety	of	
subjects,	and	discovered	a	few	
favourites	we	had	in	common,	
such	as	Anne	McCaffrey’s	
dragon	books.	Jean	told	me	of	
her	love	of	Rosemary	Sutcliff’s	
wonderful	books,	especially	
Warrior	Scarlett,	and	how	she	
visited	Rosemary	in	her	home	
in	England	and	corresponded	
with	her	for	years.	I	told	Jean	
about	my	interest	in	natural	
history	and	she	sometimes	
asked	about	creatures	she	was	
including	in	a	book,	especially	
reptiles.	

If	you	want	to	understand	
Jean	Little,	you	need	to	
understand	her	love	of	story.	
She	has	professed	to	distain	non-fiction,	always	
veering	into	the	joys	of	story.	In	her	revealing	
autobiographies,	Little	by	Little:	A	Writer’s	
Education	and	Stars	Come	out	Within,	she	
recreated	scenes	from	her	life,	with	dialog	that	
she	felt	would	help	her	readers	understand	how	
events	affected	her,	intellectually	and	
emotionally,	as	she	grew.

Jean	has	led	an	extraordinary	life.	She	was	
born	on	January	2,	1932	to	medical	missionary	
parents	in	Taiwan	and	later	lived	in	Hong	Kong	
before	moving	back	to	Canada	at	age	seven	as	
World	War	II	threatened.	Living	in	Canada	
presented	the	first	of	many	adjustments	Jean	
would	have	to	make	in	her	life.	

Jean’s	poor	eyesight	was	a	great	factor	in	her	
childhood	experiences.	When	she	was	born,	

her	pupils	were	covered	by	scars,	making	her	
blind.	As	she	grew,	her	eyes	grew	and	the	
scarring	no	longer	covered	the	pupils	and	she	
had	some	sight.	She	was	able	to	see,	if	not	well,	
but	anything	she	needed	to	examine	needed	to	
be	very	close	to	her	face.	She	loved	hearing	
stories	and	wanted	very	badly	to	be	able	to	read	
herself.	When	she	did	learn	to	read,	she	held	
books	so	close	that	she	got	the	book’s	ink	on	

her	nose.	This	habit,	and	being	
cross-eyed,	led	to	her	being	
made	fun	of.	In	Little	by	Little,	
Jean	described	her	early	life	as	
“an	unending	battle	to	be	like	
everyone	else.”
	When	the	family	later	moved	to	
Jean’s	father’s	hometown	of	
Guelph,	she	was	not	treated	well	
by	other	students	and	her	best	
friend	was	a	schoolyard	tree,	
which	she	hugged	and	held	
conversations	with.	In	high	
school,	Jean	still	found	herself	
having	a	hard	time	making	
friends.	As	the	child	of	medical	
missionary	parents,	the	church	
was,	naturally,	a	great	influence	
in	Jean’s	life.	Her	mother’s	deep	

faith	had	a	calming	and	reassuring	effect	on	
Jean	and	the	church	was	a	place	of	support	and	
friendship.	Although	at	first	Jean	resisted	her	
mother’s	suggestion	of	joining	the	church-
based	organization	C.G.I.T.,	Canadian	Girls	in	
Training,	she	finally	relented.	There	she	met	
girls	who	didn’t	tease	her.	They	became	the	
friends	she	so	badly	wanted.	Even	though	Jean	
had	two	brothers,	Jamie	and	Hugh,	and	a	
younger	sister,	Pat,	to	keep	her	company,	she	
still	wanted	friends	of	her	own.

Jean’s	father	was	keenly	interested	in	
literature	and	was	very	encouraging	of	her	
efforts	to	write.	One	sure	way	to	get	his	full	
attention	was	to	show	him	something	she	had	
written.	He	tended	to	serve	as	an	editor,	even	
when	Jean	was	hoping	to	hear	only	praise.	At	
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times,	she	was	accepting	of	his	advice,	but	
there	were	times	when	Jean’s	own	strong	
feelings	about	her	work	made	that	hard.	Her	
father’s	comments	sometimes	struck	her	as	
interference.	He	always	stressed	the	
importance	of	polishing	a	work	
until	it	shone.	Eventually	Jean	
came	to	realize	that	his	advice	
was	right	on	the	mark.

When	Jean	decided	to	go	to	
university,	the	registrar	was	
worried	that	it	might	be	too	
hard	for	her,	with	limited	
eyesight,	and	suggested	that	
she	take	longer	than	four	years,	
or	even	not	go	for	a	degree.	Jean	
finally	convinced	any	doubters	
and	registered	for	university,	
taking	a	full	load	of	courses.	
Her	father	had	a	heart	attack	
just	when	Jean	was	leaving	for	
university	and	continued	to	be	
in	poor	health,	passing	away	
during	her	second	year.	Less	
than	a	year	later,	Jean	fell	ill	
and	missed	weeks	of	classes.	
With	the	same	strength	she	has	
often	exhibited	throughout	her	
life,	she	went	back	and	
managed	to	get	her	work	done,	
even	with	the	huge	reading	
load	of	an	English	major.	A	
highlight	of	Jean’s	time	in	
university	was	the	chance	to	
attend	small	group	non-credit	
lectures	by	Northrup	Frye.	In	
four	years,	Jean	graduated,	on	
time,	with	high	standing	in	her	
class.

After	graduation,	Jean	worked	at	a	school	for	
children	with	motor	disabilities.	To	qualify	for	
the	position,	Jean	attended	training	courses	in	
Salt	Lake	City,	Utah.	As	she	read	to	her	
students,	Jean	also	began	to	notice	that	stories	
about	handicapped	children	usually	ended	in	

an	unrealistic	recovery.	She	knew	her	students	
needed	books	that	had	satisfying	endings	in	
which	there	was	no	miraculous	recovery.	Jean	
decided	that	she	could	be	the	one	to	write	such	
a	book	and	so	she	created	the	character	Sally	

Copeland,	a	child	with	cerebral	
palsy	and	leg	braces.	This	story	
won	the	Little	Brown	Children’s	
Book	Award	and	became	her	
first	book,	Mine	for	Keeps,	
published	in	Canada	in	1962.	At	
last	Jean	was	living	her	dream	
of	being	a	writer.	She	had	also	
found	a	great	friend	and	editor	
in	Ellen	Rudin,	who	published	
many	of	Jean’s	books	in	the	U.S.	
at	a	time	when	Canada’s	
publishing	for	young	readers	
was	very	limited.	
				Many	of	Jean’s	best	loved	
books	sprang	from	her	own	
experiences	and	outlooks,	or	
the	lives	of	someone	she	has	
known	or	heard	about.	Jean	
explains	that	she	had	heard	
stories	about	a	young	girl	
named	Anna	Solden	who	came	
to	Canada	from	Germany	and	
worked	for	the	family	of	Jean’s	
grandmother,	Martha.	Anna	
defended	Martha	when	she	was	
teased	by	her	siblings	for	being	
chubby.	Jean	decided	to	use	the	
real	girl’s	name	for	the	name	of	
her	character	in	the	book	From	
Anna.	The	story	tells	how	
Anna’s	family	fled	impending	
war	in	Germany	and	

immigrated	to	Canada.	Her	character	had	poor	
eyesight	and	made	a	basket	for	her	parents,	just	
as	Jean	herself	did	when	she	was	in	a	class	for	
the	visually	impaired,	with	a	teacher	named	
Miss	Bogart.	The	sequel,	Listen	for	the	Singing,	
was	written	because	of	Jean’s	desire	to	revisit	
the	Solden	family	and	see	how	the	war	affected	
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them.	In	this	book,	Anna	is	able	to	help	her	
brother	Rudi	when	he	returns	from	the	war	
blinded.	

Problems	with	Jean’s	vision	did	not	keep	
Jean	from	being	adventurous.	She	met	
Rosemary	Sutcliff	on	a	trip	to	England,	and	
lived	in	Japan	for	months	when	she	
accompanied	a	friend	who	was	working	there.	
She	also	bought	a	cottage	that	she	named	
Gilead,	and	it	became	a	great	
place	for	family	get-togethers.

Jean’s	life	continued	to	be	
influenced	greatly	by	the	
problems	with	her	vision.	
When	the	blisters	from	
glaucoma	became	too	painful,	
the	affected	eye	was	removed.	
Eventually,	the	vision	in	Jean’s	
better	eye	began	to	fail	and	she	
became	very	depressed.	Several	
things	helped	Jean	regain	her	
optimism.	One	was	the	joy	she	
found	as	she	listened	to	talking	
books.	Vivid	descriptions	
helped	her	see	in	her	mind	the	
scenes	she	could	no	longer	see	with	her	eyes.	
She	was	determined	to	deal	with	the	practical	
aspects	of	being	unable	to	see	and	get	on	with	
her	precious	life.	

A	major	problem	was	figuring	out	a	way	to	
write	again.	Typewriters,	even	with	large	type,	
didn’t	serve.	Jean	couldn’t	get	the	paper	close	
enough	to	her	eye	to	read	what	she	had	written.	
She	used	a	tape	recorder	when	she	went	back	to	
writing	a	book	she	had	started	some	years	
earlier,	Mama’s	Going	to	Buy	You	a	
Mockingbird.	Only	after	painstaking	trial	and	
error	did	she	manage	to	find	a	method	that	
would	allow	her	to	change	the	work	as	she	
edited	and	rewrote.	The	book	took	seven	years	
to	write.

Another	step	forward	for	Jean	was	meeting	a	
new	friend,	Jenny	Stephens,	a	young	British	
woman	studying	in	Canada	to	be	a	lay	preacher	
in	the	British	Methodist	Church.	Jean	and	

Jenny	developed	a	close	friendship,	sharing	
many	interests	and	beliefs.	

A	great	contribution	to	Jean’s	recovery	from	
her	dark	time	was	getting	her	first	seeing	eye	
dog,	the	yellow	Labrador	Retriever,	Zephyr.	She	
journeyed	to	New	Jersey	and	spent	weeks	
training,	first	on	her	own,	then	with	her	new	
dog.	She	felt	an	exhilarating	freedom	with	this	
intelligent	and	well	trained	dog.	Though	

Zephyr	excelled	at	guiding,	he	
reacted	aggressively	to	other	
dogs	and	only	a	visit	by	a	
determined	trainer	got	the	big	
yellow	dog	past	this	dangerous	
behaviour.	Jean	has	had	three	
more	seeing	eye	dogs,	Ritz,	
Pippa	and	Honey,	and	she	
loved	every	one	of	them.	
A	huge	change	for	Jean	and	her	
life	as	a	writer,	was	the	
invention	and	availability	of	
the	talking	computer.	Jean	was	
able	to	get	grants	and	
contributions	from	friends	and	
fans	to	buy	the	hardware	and	

software	that	allowed	her	to	hear	what	she	
wrote,	letter	by	letter,	word	by	word,	or	a	whole	
manuscript.	The	door	was	open	to	her	old	way	
of	writing,	on	her	own	time	with	no	help	
needed.	What	a	joy	this	was	for	her,	even	with	
the	hard	work	of	learning	how	to	operate	the	
system.	

Jean	had	always	wanted	friends	and	over	the	
years	she	found	some	very	good	ones.	An	
especially	nourishing	friendship	has	been	that	
with	well	known	American	author	Katherine	
Paterson.	The	two	have	many	common	
elements	in	their	lives	and	each	enjoys	and	
respects	the	writing	of	the	other.	On	a	trip	to	
England,	Katherine	had	served	as	Jean’s	“guide	
dog”	and	very	intuitive	companion.	Closer	to	
home,	Jean	loved	spending	time	with	the	
wonderfully	witty	Toronto	author	Claire	
Mackay	whom	she	misses	very	much.	
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CANSCAIP	offered	Jean	the	opportunity	to	
meet	people	who	became	her	good	friends.	

Hard	times	still	happened,	as	Jean	lost	her	
amazing	mother	and	then	her	two	brothers.	A	
family	dynamic	of	major	importance	is	that	
Jean	and	her	sister	Pat	deVries,	
living	together	in	Guelph,	took	
in	and	raised	the	two	children	
of	Pat’s	adopted	daughter,	
Sarah,	who	was,	tragically,	a	
victim	of	a	mass	murderer	in	
Vancouver.	The	two	women	
mustered	the	energy	it	took	to	
raise	Jeannie	and	Ben	to	
adulthood,	through	the	drama	
and	trauma	that	come	with	the	
territory,	and	with	much	love.	
This	experience	served	as	an	
inspiration	for	several	novels,	
including	Willow	and	Twig.	
Jean	is	particularly	sensitive	to	
issues	of	children	in	need.

Though	Jean’s	main	work	
for	many	years	consisted	of	
middle	grade	novels,	in	the	
early	1990s	she	began	to	write	
picture	books.	The	first	of	
these	was	co-authored	with	her	
niece,	and	Pat’s	daughter,	
Maggie	deVries,	who	
continued	to	write	many	
books,	including	one	about	her	
late	sister,	Sarah.	That	first	
picture	book	was	entitled	Once	
Upon	a	Golden	Apple	and	was	
illustrated	by	Phoebe	Gilman.	
Many	picture	books	followed,	
mixed	in	with	middle	grade	works	as	well	as	
early	readers	such	as	Emma’s	Magic	Winter,	the	
two	aforementioned	autobiographies,	books	of	
poetry	and	short	story	collections.	

Jean	calls	on	her	camp	and	cottage	
experiences	when	she	tells	of	two	sets	of	sisters	
in	Stand	in	the	Wind.	As	usual,	she	includes	
gentle	conflict	between	the	girls	and	a	

satisfying	ending.	Jean’s	books	often	reveal	the	
inner	thoughts	of	the	main	character	without	
being	written	in	first	person.	The	viewpoint	is	
that	of	a	young	person,	a	fact	that	lets	her	
readers	relate	closely	to	the	feelings,	including	

gratitude,	pride,	love,	curiosity,	
fear,	anger,	and	resentment.	It	
is	no	wonder	that	Jean’s	middle	
grade	novels	earned	her	a	place	
in	the	hearts	of	so	many	
readers.	

Jean	has	also	written	four	
novels	in	diary	form	in	the	Dear	
Canada	series.	She	comments	
that	writing	in	diary	form	
required	a	change	from	her	
usual	way	of	writing	that	
embodied	the	advice	often	
given	to	authors	to	show	and	
not	just	tell.	In	these	books,	it	
was	all	telling.	As	well,	writing	
for	the	series	opened	for	Jean	a	
new	way	of	thinking	about	
history.	It	came	alive	for	her	as	
she	researched	and	wrote	the	
books	and	breathed	life	into	her	
characters.	Jean’s	grandparents	
had	taken	in	and	raised	a	
Barnardo	boy,	and	Jean	explores	
this	experience	in	Orphan	at	my	
Door,	The	Home	Child	Diary	of	
Victoria	Cope.
The	list	of	honours	that	Jean	
has	received	during	her	long	
and	illustrious	career	would	
probably	consist	of	at	least	one	

example	of	every	award	for	children’s	literature	
for	which	she	is	eligible.	She	has	been	
nominated	many	times	for	the	international	
Astrid	Lindgren	Award,	a	testament	to	the	high	
regard	in	which	she	is	held	by	Canadians.	She	is	
a	member	of	the	Order	of	Canada,	has	several	
honorary	doctorates,	won	the	Canada	Council	
Children’s	Literature	Prize	in	1977,	the	CLA	
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Children’s	Book	of	the	Year	Award,	the	Vicky	
Metcalf	Award,	and	the	Ruth	Schwartz	Award.	
The	list	goes	on	and	on.	

Jean	has	traveled	a	lot	in	her	lifetime.	In	
addition	to	trips	taken	as	a	tourist,	she	has	
travelled	to	receive	awards,	attend	conferences,	
give	speeches	and	to	do	research	for	books	she	
has	written.	She	has	attended	many	years	of	
Children’s	Literature	New	England,	another	
place	where	she	has	made	some	very	good	
friends.	

Since	this	is	CANSCAIP’s	fortieth	birthday,	
Jean	has	shared	some	memories	of	her	many	
years	in	the	organization	since	it	was	founded.	
The	meetings	have	been	held	in	various	places,	
including	a	high	school	gymnasium,	a	church,	a	
Catholic	boys’	school,	a	Toronto	library,	a	
community	centre	and	back	to	the	library.	We	
have	eaten	in	a	lot	of	different	restaurants	
before	the	meetings,	and	taken	part	in	
discussions	that	became	almost	rowdy,	in	a	
good	way.	

For	many	years,	illustrators	brought	their	
portfolios	to	show	during	coffee	time.	Jean	
couldn’t	see	them,	but	I	confess	that	I	enjoyed	
them	very	much	and	told	her	about	them.	A	
member	who	wrote	science	books	for	kids,	the	
amazing	Dr.	Zed	(Gordon	Penrose)	brought	a	
suitcase	of	member-donated	books	to	each	
meeting	and	set	them	out	on	a	table	for	us	to	
buy,	with	the	proceeds	going	to	CANSCAIP.	

Meetings	were,	and	still	are,	an	opportunity	
for	beginners	and	hopefuls	to	meet	and	talk	to	
each	other	and	to	established	authors,	
illustrators	and	performers.	For	a	while	
CANSCAIP	had	many	performers,	including	
puppeteers,	musicians,	and	actors.	It	would	be	
good	to	have	more	of	those	people	with	us	
again.	

The	evenings’	programs	have	been	a	useful	
mix	of	displayed	talent	and	works	along	with	
helpful	information	from	editors,	librarians,	art	
directors	and	other	folks	in	the	field	of	creating	
for	young	people.	Jean	feels	that	she	would	
never	have	had	the	chance	to	meet	so	many	

creative	people	without	CANSCAIP.	A	bit	of	fun	
included	in	the	CANSCAIP	experience,	she	
says,	has	been	meeting,	when	they	were	young,	
people	who	went	on	to	establish	wonderful	
careers	as	writers.	Gordon	Korman,	author	
since	age	fourteen,	is	one	example,	along	with	
Kenneth	Oppel.	

Jean	spent	many	years	on	the	CANSCAIP	
Executive	and	she	remembers	with	fondness	
our	dear	Mrs.	Bernice	Bacchus,	the	mother	of	
Claire	McKay.	As	well	as	acting	as	our	first	and	
longtime	office	manager,	she	hosted	the	
executive	meetings	in	her	home	with	grace	and	
efficiency.	The	dedicated	presidents	and	other	
officers	of	CANSCAIP	also	deserve	many	
thanks,	as	does	Barbara	Greenwood	for	her	
extraordinary	dedication	to	the	CANSCAIP	
newsletter.

Jean	continues	to	write	and	give	talks.	Her	
latest	book	is	Hand	in	Hand,	about	the	
childhood	years	of	Helen	Keller.	Coming	soon	
is	the	picture	book	Harry’s	Hiccups.	Canada’s	
well-loved	children’s	author	is	still	at	her	life’s	
work	and	loving	it.

JO	ELLEN	BOGART	
has	lived	in	Canada	
since	1976	and	been	a	
CANSCAIP	friend	or	
member	for	about	35	
years.	She	is	the	
author	of	20	or	so	
books	for	young	
readers,	among	them	
Gifts,	Jeremiah	Learns	
to	Read,	and	Big	and	
Small,	Room	for	All.	Her	2016	Groundwood	
book,	The	White	Cat	and	the	Monk,	received	
many	starred	reviews	in	Canada	and	the	U.S.	
and	was	nominated	for	a	Governor	General’s	
Award.	Jo	Ellen’s	latest	book,	from	Tundra	
Penguin	Random	House	is	a	silly	picture	book	
called	Count	Your	Chickens.	Jo	Ellen	lives	in	
Guelph.
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Congratulations
CANSCAIP	Members!
Lesley	Choyce
The	Ann	Connor	Brimer	Award	for	Children’s	
Literature	for	Into	the	Wasteland	(Red	Deer	
Press)
Suzanne	Del	Rizzo
The	Lillian	Shepherd	Memorial	Award	for	
Illustration	for	Sky	Pig	(Pajama	Press),	written	
by	Jan	L.	Coates

FINALISTS	for	the	2017	Canadian	Children’s	
Book	Centre	Awards
•	TD	CC*C.1C*	CT1R.,B*’D	L1+B,C+/,B	AfC,.

Kit	Pearson	for	A	Day	of	Signs	and	Wonders	
(HarperTrophy	Canada)
Jan	Thornhill	for	The	Tragic	Tale	of	the	Great	
Auk	(Groundwood	Books)

•	MC,1R@*	BC1RR1B	P10+/,B	B--S	AfC,.

Shane	Peacock	for	The	Artist	and	Me	(Owlkids	
Books),	illus.	Sophie	Casson

•	N-,gC	FRB0S	AfC,.	h-,	CC*C.1C*	
CT1R.,B*’D	N-*-F10+1-*

Elizabeth	MacLeod	for	Canada	Year	by	Year	
(Kids	Can	Press),	illus.	Sidney	Smith
Jan	Thornhill	for	The	Tragic	Tale	of	the	Great	
Auk	(Groundwood	Books)

•	GB-hh,B@	B1RD-*	AfC,.	h-,	H1D+-,10CR	
F10+1-*	h-,	Y-/*2	PB-jRB

Kenneth	Oppel	for	Every	Hidden	Thing	
(HarperCollins	Publishers)
Kevin	Sands	for	The	Mark	of	the	Plague	
(Blackthorn	Key,	Book	2)	(Aladdin)
Ellen	Schwarz	for	Heart	of	a	Champion	(Tundra	
Books)

•	J-T*	Sj,C@	M@D+B,@	AfC,.

Casey	Lyall	for	Howard	Wallace,	P.I.	(Sterling	
Children’s	Books)
Shane	Peacock	for	The	Dark	Missions	of	Edgar	
Brim	(The	Dark	Missions	of	Edgar	Brim,	
Book	1)	(Tundra	Books)
Caroline	Pignat		for	Shooter	(Razorbill	Canada)

•	Ag@	MC+TB,D	TBB*	B--S	AfC,.

Catherine	Egan	for	Julia	Vanishes	(Doubleday	
Canada)
Caroline	Pignat	for	Shooter	(Razorbill	Canada)

SHORTLISTED	h-,	+TB	2018	ST1*1*2	W1RR-f	
AfC,.

Jan	L.	Coates	for	Sky	Pig	(Pajama	Press)
Bill	Slavin	for	Who	Broke	the	Teapot?	(Tundra	
Books)
Kari-Lynn	Winters	for	French	Toast	(Pajama	
Press)

SHORTLISTED	h-,	+TB	2018	D1Cg-*.	W1RR-f	
AfC,.

Helaine	Becker	for	Worms	For	Breakfast:	How	
To	Feed	a	Zoo	(Owlkids	Books)
Phillippa	Dowding	for	Miles	and	the	Monster	
Outside	(Dundurn	Press)
Jenny	Dupois	and	Kathy	Kacer	for	I	Am	Not	a	
Number	(Second	Story	Press)
Jean	Little	for	Hand	in	Hand	(Scholastic	
Canada)
Liam	O’Donnell	for	Tank	&	Fizz:	The	Case	of	the	
Battling	Bots	(Orca	Books)
Ellen	Schwartz	for	Heart	of	a	Champion	
(Tundra	Books)	

SHORTLISTED	h-,	+TB	2018	S*-f	W1RR-f	
AfC,.

Karen	Bass	for	The	Hill	(Pajama	Press)
Kate	Blair	for	Transferral	(Dancing	Cat	Books)
James	Bow	for	Icarus	Down	(Scholastic	
Canada)
Catherine	Egan	for	Julia	Vanishes	(Doubleday	
Canada)
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Beth	Goobie	for	The	Pain	Eater		(Second	Story	
Press)
Amanda	West	Lewis	for	The	Pact	(Red	Deer	
Press)
Richard	Scrimger	for	Lucky	Jonah	
(HarperTrophy	Canada)

SHORTLISTED	for	the	Lane	Anderson	Award	for	
Excellence	in	Science	Writing

Helaine	Becker	and	Phil	McAndrew	for	Monster	
Science:	Could	Monsters	Survive	in	the	Real	
World?(Owlkids	Books)
Claire	Eamer	for	Inside	Your	Insides:	Guide	To	
the	Microbes	That	Call	You	Home	(Kids	Can	
Press)

SHORTLISTED	h-,	+TB	2017	CT1R.,B*’D	
R-/*.+CNRBD	-h	CC*C.C	I*h-,gC+1-*	B--S	
AfC,.

Jenny	Kay	Dupuis	and	Kathy	Kacer	for	I	Am	Not	
a	Number.	(Second	Story	Press),	illus.	Gillian	
Newland
Elizabeth	MacLeod		for	Canada	Year	By	Year	
(Kids	Can	Press),	illus.	Sydney	Smith.	
Marsha	Forchuk	Skrypuch	for	Adrift	at	Sea:	A	
Vietnamese	Boy’s	Story	of	Survival	(Pajama	
Press)	with	Tuan	Ho,	illus.	Brian	Deines
Robin	Stevenson	for	Pride:	Celebrating	
Diversity	&	Community	(Orca	Books).
Jan	Thornhill	for	The	Tragic	Tale	of	the	Great	
Auk	(Groundwood	Books)
Kira	Vermond		for	Half-Truths	and	Brazen	Lies:	
An	Honest	Look	at	Lying	(Owlkids	Books),	
illus.	Clayton	Hanmer

SHORTLISTED	h-,	+TB	S1RqB,	B1,0T	AfC,.	
(N-*-F10+1-*)

Sue	Irwin	for	Saftey	Stars	(Lorimer)
[This	was	accidentally	omitted	from	the	list	in	
the	spring	issue.	Our	apologies	to	Sue.]
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CANSCAIP’S 
FORTY YEARS
A	lot	has	happened	over	those	four	decades.	
How	did	it	all	begin?	Cast	your	mind	back—way	
back,	to	paraphrase	the	Friendly	Giant—to	
those	long	gone	days	in	the	late	1970s	when	a	
few	people	started	an	experiment	that	at	the	
time	looked	a	bit	foolish.	Rather	like	pie	in	the	
sky.	

By	Barbara	Greenwood
I)	$00	%)$+)'(	,x	P*+)	C*0y*+x'	when	the	
local	librarians	organized	Canada	Day	
Conferences	in	1976	and	1977.	To	draw	children	
into	the	celebration	they	invited	authors	Claire	
Mackay,	Jean	Little,	Audrey	McKim,	Madeline	
Freeman,	Bert	Williams,	Mike	Wilkins	and	
Nancy	Cleaver;	illustrators		Alan	Daniel	and	J.	
Merle	Smith;	and	performers	Madeline	Kronby	
and	Claude	(now	C.	Sam)	LaBreque.	

Even	though	they	were	all	well-known	
creators	in	the	children’s	field,	they	had	never	
met	one	another	before.	Congregating	after	
hours	and	talking	about	their	craft	and	the	
difficulties	of	getting	published	in	Canada	was	

so	stimulating	that	inevitably	someone	said,	
“We	need	to	find	a	way	to	keep	talking	to	each	
other	after	we	leave	Port	Colborne.”	

That	was	the	spark.	By	September	of	1977	
they	had	elected	an	executive	(C.	Sam	
LaBreque	was	the	first	president),	sent	letters	
to	every	writer,	illustrator	and	performer	they	
could	think	of	inviting	them	to	a	meeting	and	
even	organized	an	office	with	a	capable	
secretary,	Claire’s	mother,	Bernice	Bacchus	who	
became	the	glue	that	held	us	together	in	those	
early	years.

That	first	meeting	attracted	35	local	
members	and	many	more	who	wrote	in	from	
across	the	country.	Those	first	meetings	were	
euphoric.	Everyone	was	delirious	about	the	
opportunity	to	“talk	shop”	with	sympathetic	
colleagues,	grousing	about	long	lonely		hours	
spent	in	front	of	the	typewriter,	lamenting	how	
hard	it	was	to	find	new	markets,	and	rounding	
off	the	evening	with	friendly	chats	over	cups	of	
tea	and	coffee.	We	met	in	the	social	room	of	
Christ	Church	Deer	Park	Church	in	midtown	
Toronto	on	the	second	Wednesday	of	each	
month	until	we	outgrew	the	space.	That	was	to	
be	our	happy	fate	every	few	years—finding	a	
larger	space	to	accommodate	the	growing	
membership.	

Claire Mackay with her mother Bernice Bacchus, our office 
manager for the first 15 years

From	the	beginning	we	had	every	intention	of	
being	more	than	just	a	social	group.	The	first	
issue	of	the	newsletter	(with	Claire	Mackay	as	
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Planning	and	Policy	Seminar,	April	1991.	Held	in	Hamilton.	
How	many	can	you	name?

editor)	appeared	in	Fall	1978.	Claire	said	of	its	
birth:	“The	thing	was	put	together	with	Scotch	
tape,	staples,	spit	and	a	silent	prayer.	I	stole	bits	
and	pieces	from	magazines	for	graphic	
ornaments,	found	a	grainy	b&w	photo	or	two	
and	Mum	did	the	final	typing	with	exquisite	
care.”	You	can	see	the	original	in	all	its	pre-
photoshop	glory	in	our	website	archive,	Volume	
1,	No.	1,	Fall	1978.	

Our	aim	
with	the	
NEWS	was	
to	offer	
professional	
help	
through	a	
variety	of	
articles	on	
craft	as	well	
as	help	with	
the	
marketing	
and	business	
side.	A	
Roundup	column	allowed	us	not	only	to	share	
in	the	publishing	successes	of	other	members	
but	also	to	learn	from	their	experiences	in	
visiting	schools	and	libraries.	

These	years	marked	the	very	beginning	of	
school	visits	and	there	were	a	lot	of	kinks	to	
work	out	of	the	process,	including	the	touchy	
topic	of	payment.	The	CANSCAIP	Executive	
came	up	with	a	pay-scale	that	helped	our	
members	negotiate	with	schools	from	a	
stronger	platform	than	any	of	us	had	
individually.

The	CANSCAIP	News	quickly	became	a	
lifeline	to	all	corners	of	the	country,	enabling	us	
to	call	ourselves	a	truly	national	organization.	
As	Claire	remarked	in	her	inimitable	way,	it	was	
“the	best	recruiting	device	since	the	Royal	Navy	
press	gang.	The	membership	coupon	attached	
to	the	last	page	was	mailed	in	by	the	dozens,	
even	scores	some	weeks.”	

Planning	and	Policy	Seminar,	April	1991.	Held	in	Hamilton.	
How	many	can	you	name?

Because	we	had	a	membership	category	
called	Friends,	the	NEWS	also	alerted	teachers	
and	librarians	to	new	books,	but	we	soon	
realized	we	needed	a	more	direct	way	to	put	
schools	and	libraries	in	touch	with	our	
members.	To	facilitate	this,	a	group	of	
dedicated	volunteers	created	a	membership	
directory	that	included	members’	bios	and	
bibliographies	along	with	their	availability	for	

visits.	
Five	
hundred	
were	sent	
out	to	
librarians	
and	
teacher-
librarians	
across	the	
country,	the	
first	time	
such	
information	
had	been	

available.	But	these	first	directories	were	just	
typed	lists.	We	needed	something	more	
professional.	Eventually	Pembroke	Publishers	
partnered	with	us	in	creating	two	editions	of	
The	CANSCAIP	Companion,	a	directory	that	
provided	a	photo,	short	bio	and	list	of	
published	books	plus	contact	information	for	
each	of	our	members.	

School	librarians	snapped	it	up.	In	those	
pre-internet	days	it	provided	almost	the	only	
way	for	creators	to	market	themselves	and	for	
librarians	to	find	presenters	for	their	schools	
and	libraries.	Later	Pembroke	also	published	all	
the	profiles	from	our	newsletters	in	two	
volumes,	Presenting	CANSCAIP	(1989)	and	
Behind	the	Story	(1995).	Again,	these	were	
invaluable	reference	tools	in	pre-google	days.	

With	the	NEWS	and	the	monthly	meetings	
going	strong,	our	next	task	was	to	find	a	way	to	
showcase	the	work	of	our	illustrator-members	

Planning	and	Policy	Seminar,	April	1991.	Held	in	Hamilton.	
How	many	can	you	name?

https://www.canscaip.org/Resources/Documents/Vol.%201,%20No.%201%20-%20'78%20-%20CANSCAIP%20NEWS.pdf
https://www.canscaip.org/Resources/Documents/Vol.%201,%20No.%201%20-%20'78%20-%20CANSCAIP%20NEWS.pdf
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and	in	1982	Shirley	Day	proposed	that	we	
establish	the	CANSCAIP	COLLECTION.	

Organized	first	by	Shirley	and	then	by	
Vladyana	Krykorka	and	Andrea	Wayne	von	
Konigslöw	this	travelling	exhibition	of	original	
art	from	published	books	has	crossed	the	
country	from	Halifax	to	Vancouver	with	stops	
in	New	York	and	Mexico	City.	Initially	it	was	
stored	in	Vladyana’s	basement	and	lugged	by	
willing	volunteers	out	to	waiting	vans	to	go	on	
tour.	In	1992	it	was	displayed	at	Harbourfront	in	
Toronto.	For	this	show,	Mark	Thurman	and	his	
committee	created	a	stylish	poster.	Members	
were	invited	to	submit	whimsical	variations	on	
our	logo,	then	twenty	were	chosen	for	the	
poster.	The	individual	logos	were	also	printed	
up	as	postcard	collections.	The	COLLECTION	
is	currently	stored	in	the	CANSCAIP	office	and	
has	been	displayed	most	recently	at	each	of	the	
last	few	PYI	weekends.	

Original	logo	from	1978	newsletter

The	logo,	too,	has	a	mini-history	of	its	own.	
Back	in	1976	when	the	original	11	were	sitting	
around	a	table	in	a	restaurant	in	Port	Colborne	
trying	to	convince	themselves	that	organizing	
was	a	good	idea,	illustrator	Alan	Daniel	
scribbled	on	a	napkin	and	came	up	with	our	
original	smiley-face	logo.	

Several	years	later,	when	we	were	well	on	our	
way,	no	looking	back,	illustrator	Mary	Cserepy	
took	the	three	facets	of	our	organization—
author,	illustrator	and	performer—and	
captured	them	in	a	design	reminiscent	of	
Commedia	del’arte	characters.	Later	still	Mark	

Thurman	reworked	the	same	figures	into	the	
elegant	design	we	use	today.	But	just	to	
maintain	the	whimsy	with	which	CANSCAIP	
started	we	also	invite	our	illustrator	members	
to	take	the	basic	logo	design	and	create	a	
variation.	These	now	dress	up	the	NEWS	
banner	and	website	banners.

By	1985	we	were	settled	enough	as	an	
organization	to	reach	out	to	unpublished	
authors	and	illustrators.	That	was	the	year	of	
our	first	day	of	workshops	which	we	called	
Packaging	Your	Imagination	(PYI).	Held	at	
Ryerson	University,	it	attracted	a	whopping	200	
participants	and	started	a	32-year	and	counting	
success	story.	A	separate	history	of	the	
highlights	of	PYI	over	the	years	can	be	found	in	
our	archived	newsletters,	Volume	37,	No.	2,	
Summer	2015.

What	a	surprise	to	discover	that	we	had	
survived	a	heady	first	decade,	but	the	executive	
realized	that	to	continue	successfully	into	the	
future	we	needed	to	regroup.	President,	
Priscilla	Galloway,	suggested	a	Planning	and	
Policy	Seminar	and	by	April	1991	a	group	of	us	
were	on	our	way	to	a	stimulating	weekend	of	
discussion	at	a	retreat	in	Hamilton.	Out	of	this	
brainstorming	came	ways	of	presenting	
ourselves	even	more	professionally	in	the	
future.	

The	biggest	change	in	our	third	decade	was	
digital	technology.	Gradually,	as	we	all	got	used	
to	email	and	the	internet	we	realized	that	
cyberspace	was	making	many	aspects	of	
running	a	national	organization	much	easier.	

Our	first	website	was	designed	and	
maintained	by	Laura	Suzuki	and	Peter	Cook.	
Over	the	years	the	website	has	been	updated	
and	redesigned	so	that	now	we	not	only	have	
instant	access	to	an	easily	updated	membership	
directory,	a	record	of	the	minutes	of	each	
meeting	and	a	list	of	upcoming	events,	but	we	
also	have	an	archive	of	every	newsletter	from	
September	1978	to	the	one	you	are	currently	
reading.	

https://www.canscaip.org/Resources/Documents/News%20Summer%202015.pdf
https://www.canscaip.org/Resources/Documents/News%20Summer%202015.pdf
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The	internet	also	allowed	us	to	create	the	
listserv,	managed	by	Marsha	Skrypuch,	the	
perfect	way	for	members	of	such	a	far-flung	
organization	to	discuss,	almost	in	real	time,	
tricky	questions	about	craft	and	the	business	
side	of	being	a	professional	creator.	A	virtual	
water	cooler.	

Presidents	at	the	25ef	anniversary	party.	From	the	
left:	C.	Sam	LaBreque,	Barbara	Greenwood,	Sonja	
Dunn,	Kathlene	Willing,	Priscilla	Galloway,	Sharon	
Jennings,	Nancy	Hartry,	Claire	Mackay.	Front:	Paul	
Kropp,	Pat	Hancock.

Continuing	with	the	outreach	program	that	
began	with	the	first	PYI	in	1985,	we	have	also	
created	a	Blue	Pencil	mentorship	program	that	
pairs	professional	members	with	emerging	
writers	who	have	a	manuscript	in	progress.	
When	these	manuscripts	have	been	edited	and	
polished,	the	“pitch	sessions”	which	have	
become	part	of	PYI	give	budding	writers	an	
invaluable	opportunity	to	present	their	work	on	
a	one-on-one	basis	to	industry	experts.	Those	
of	us	who	remember	back	40	years	to	the	
seeming	impossibility	of	a	novice	talking	to	an	
editor	face	to	face	are	envious.	CANSCAIP	has	
now	taken	over	from	The	Writers’	Union	the	
administration	of	the	Writing	for	Children	
Competition,	making	sure	that	this	pathway	to	
publication	also	continues.

Marketing	is	an	ongoing	concern	for	
creators.	To	introduce	members’	new	books	to	
librarians	CANSCAIPers	on	the	west	coast	
created	a	group	launch	for	newly	published	
books.	Sylvia	NcNicoll	picked	up	on	this	idea	
and	started	group	launches	in	Toronto.	The	

first	one	was	in	Mississauga’s	central	library,	
then	moved	to	the	Book	Fair.	For	the	past	few	
years	they	have	taken	place	during	the	Ontario	
Library	Association’s	SuperConference,	one	
more	way	we	help	our	members	reach	all	
important	markets.

Although	we	have	never	since	the	beginning	
of	our	second	decade	repeated	the	experiment	
of	having	a	weekend	retreat	for	renewal,	we	
have	never	stopped	challenging	ourselves	with	
that	great	question,	“What	next?”	And	to	be	
fair,	we	must	also	ask,	“What	else?”	because	
this	is	just	the	briefest	overview	of	a	packed	40	
years.	Many	bright	moments	have	been	missed	
out.	

What	has	made	this	success	possible?	Years	
of	energetic	and	selfless	volunteering.	From	the	
strenuous	two-year	terms	presidents	have	
devoted	to	nurturing	this	exceptional	Canadian	
Society	of	Children’s	Authors	Illustrators	and	
Performers	to	the	generous	efforts	of	each	
committee	chair	and	the	many	committee	
members,	CANSCAIP	has	fulfilled	in	a	
spectacular	fashion	an	ambition	first	expressed	
forty	years	ago.	The	original	11	said	they	would	
have	to	find	a	way	to	keep	talking	to	each	other	
after	they	left	Port	Colborne.	They	found	it,	and	
we’re	so	happy	and	grateful	that	they	did.	

BARBARA	
GREENWOOD	is	the	
award-winning	author	
of	many	books	for	
teens	and	middle-
grade	readers	
including	A	Question	
of	Loyalty,	A	Pioneer	
Story:	The	Life	of	a	
Canadian	Family	in	
1840	and	Gold	Rush	
Fever.	Her	most	recent	publication	is	Factory	
Girl.	She	has	been	editor	of	the	CANSCAIP	News	
since	1985.	
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I*	MBg-,1Cg
JANET	LUNN

Beloved	children’s	author	Janet	Lunn	died	on	
June	26	at	the	age	of	88.	Janet	was	a	longtime	
member	of	both	CANSCAIP	and	The	Writers’	
Union	of	Canada.	She	was	born	in	Dallas,	Texas	
in	1928,	and	spent	her	high	school	years	in	New	
Jersey.	Despite	a	scholarship	offer	from	
prestigious	liberal	arts	college	Bryn	Mawr,	Janet	
chose	to	attend	Queen’s	University	in	Kingston,	
Ontario.	She	married	Richard	Lunn	in	1950,	
and	became	a	Canadian	citizen	in	1963.	

Janet	began	her	career	writing	book	reviews	
and	children’s	stories	for	magazines,	and	as	an	
editor	of	children's	books.	Her	first	novel	
Double	Spell	was	published	in	1968,	followed	by	
The	Root	Cellar,	Shadow	in	Hawthorn	Bay	and	
The	Hollow	Tree.	Janet	also	wrote	the	picture	
books	Amos's	Sweater,	The	Twelve	Dancing	
Princesses,		Duck	Cakes	for	Sale.	Her	non-

fiction	book	The	Story	Of	Canada	was	co-
written	with	Christopher	Moore.

Among	Janet’s	many	awards	are	the	
Canadian	Authors	Association’s	Vicki	Metcalf	
Award	for	Body	of	Work	and	The	Writer’s	Trust	
of	Canada’s	Matt	Cohen	Award	in	Celebration	
of	a	Writing	Life.	She	is	also	a	Member	of	the	
Order	of	Canada.	
[Read	Janet’s	CANSCAIP	profile	in	the	Spring	
1985	newsletter.]

Jan	Andrews	Remembers…
I	have	a	photo	of	Janet,	taken	by	Ken	
Setterington	when	we	were	on	one	of	the	late	
Joan	Bodger’s	A	Winter’s	Journey	to	King	
Arthur’s	Britain.	I	am	adding	it	to	this	small	
tribute	because	for	me	it	is	so	evocative	of	
Janet’s	way	of	being	in	the	world.	

There	she	stands,	looking	so	full	and	fit	to	bust	
with	pleasure;	so	undaunted	despite	the	fact	
that	this	was	indeed	winter.	The	wind	was	
howling,	the	rain	was	lashing	down.	As	I	
remember	it	we	were	at	the	presumed	site	of	

https://www.canscaip.org/Resources/Documents/Vol.%207,%20No.%201%20-%20Spring%20'85%20-%20CANSCAIP%20NEWS.pdf
https://www.canscaip.org/Resources/Documents/Vol.%207,%20No.%201%20-%20Spring%20'85%20-%20CANSCAIP%20NEWS.pdf
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the	castle	of	King	Mark	from	Tristan	and	Iseult.	
We	were	a	group	but	Janet	had	taken	herself	off	
to	feel	the	wildness	and	long	history	of	this	
mythic	site	alone.

For	Janet,	I	think,	mythology	was	the	stuff	of	
life.	She	talked	to	me	about	that	very	early	in	
our	friendship,	about	how	part	of	our	job	as	
Canadian	writers	of	books	for	young	people	was	
to	evoke	a	mythology	of	our	land.	Perhaps	there	
is	no	one	who	would	say	that	in	the	same	way	
now	but	now	there	is	no	need	to.	We	have	so	
many	children’s	writers,	such	variousness	of	
created	literary	experience	to	plunge	into	and	
delight	in.	We	don’t	have	to	think	about	it.	We	
are	quite	simply	getting	on	with	the	job	of	
helping	our	mythology	grow.	Janet	came	into	a	
time	that	was	different.	When	she	started	
writing,	there	was	almost	no	Canadian	
children’s	literature	and	much	of	what	there	
was	was	so	earnest,	so	preachy	it	was	not	what	
children	actually	wanted	to	read.	Double	Spell	
and	The	Root	Cellar,	Shadow	in	Hawthorne	Bay	
and	The	Story	of	Canada	played	a	big	part	in	
changing	all	that.

I	was	lucky.	I	met	Janet	at	the	beginning	of	
my	career	and	we	always	seemed	to	be	
somewhat	in	touch.	We	laughed	a	lot,	we	
mulled	together	(sometimes	in	bewilderment)	
over	the	peculiarities	of	human	life.	In	her	last	
years	she	moved	into	a	retirement	home.	It	was	
not	a	great	move	for	her	because	she	found	no	
kindred	spirits	there.	She	was	also	somewhat	
astonished	to	discover	she	was	called	upon	to	
live	communally.	“I	never	thought	of	that,”	she	
told	me.	“I’m	a	writer.	I	can’t	get	used	to	it.	I’m	
so	used	to	being	on	my	own.”

It	wasn’t	a	great	move	but	she	faced	it	with	
courage	and	with	grace.	As	time	went	by	I	went	
to	visit	her	more	often	(although	not	as	often	as	
I	would	have	liked).	We	talked	about	books	and	
our	shared	passion	for	the	work	of	Rosemary	
Sutcliff,	another	myth-maker	for	sure.	Together,	
we	re-immersed	ourselves	in	Sutcliff’s	
landscapes,	drew	strength	from	the	generosity	
of	spirit	that	runs	through	all	her	writing,	

mourned	that	her	honesty	about	the	horrors	of	
battle	meant	her	books	are	probably	less	
available	to	young	readers	now.

For	me,	the	visits	were	a	treat.	To	the	very	
end,	Janet	was	scheming	about	how	we	should	
develop	an	on-going	e-project	that	might	be	
moved	into	the	public	domain.	This	came	out	
of	the	conversations	we	had	about	what	it	is	to	
be	ageing,	about	death	and	dying,	about	waking	
up	in	the	night	not	knowing	who	you	are	any	
longer	because	so	much	has	been	taken,	so	
much	has	changed.	Such	talk	grew	out	of	a	
sharing	of	what	life	had	thrown	at	us.	It	built	a	
bond	between	us,	it	made	a	place	to	discuss	
those	things	that	no	one	wants	to	mention	but	
which	are	so	pressing	when	you	have	your	
mortality	two	centimetres	in	front	of	your	face.	

I	am	not	quite	sure	if	these	thoughts	are	
what	our	esteemed	editor,	Barbara	Greenwood,	
had	in	mind	when	she	asked	me	to	write	
something	in	memory	of	Janet.	Still,	they	are	
what	come	to	me.	They	are	the	best	means	I	
know	of	saying	I	will	miss	her	enormously;	I	
will	always	be	hugely	grateful	for	all	that	she	
contributed,	not	just	through	her	books	but	
through	her	on-going	and	deeply	personal	
commitment,	her	willingness	to	lay	herself	on	
the	line	when	necessary,	her	wondrous	wit	and	
wisdom,	her	faith	and	strength	of	love.
[Jan	wrote	this	tribute	to	Janet	three	weeks	
before	her	own	tragic	death.]	

JAN	ANDREWS
We	were	saddened	to	learn	of	the	sudden	death	
of	Jan	Andrews	on	September	2,	at	the	age	of	
75,	after	a	fall	down	a	flight	of	stairs.	Jan	was	
originally	from	Sussex,	England.	She	
immigrated	to	Canada	in	her	20s	where,	years	
later,	she	went	on	to	become	a	well-known	
Ottawa-area	author	and	storyteller.	Although	
Jan	wrote	elegantly,	creating	such	picture	books	
as	Very	Last	First	Time	(Groundwood	Books)	
about	an	Inuit	girl	making	a	trip	under	the	ice	
to	collect	mussels,	and	The	Auction	
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(Groundwood	Books),	a	bittersweet	story	about	
a	boy	helping	his	grandfather	get	ready	to	sell	
the	family	farm,	her	abiding	passion	was	story	
telling.

Jan	travelled	extensively	telling	stories	at	
festivals	and	conferences	across	Canada,	in	
Australia,	the	United	Kingdom,	Italy	and	the	
United	States.	Wherever	she	went	she	collected	
more	tales	which	she	retold	and	published	in	
two	collections,	Stories	At	the	Door	(2007)	and	
Rude	Stories	(2010)	both	from	Tundra	Books.	As	
well	as	folktales	she	appreciated	long	sagas,	
once	putting	on	a	telling	of	The	Odyssey	in	her	
backyard	in	Lanark.	In	recent	years	she	has	
been	touring	a	show	called	Written	in	the	Body	
about	her	life	as	“a	70-something	lesbian.”

Jan	earned	many	honours.	As	well	as	being	
the	first	president	of	Storytellers	of	Canada-
Conteurs	du	Canada	(SC-CC)	and	founder	of	
the	organization’s	StorySave	project,	she	was	
presented	with	the	SC-CC’s	Story	Keeper	
Award.	In	2016	she	was	appointed	to	the	Order	
of	Canada.	Visit	Jan’s	website,	
www.janandrews.ca,	for	more	about	her	
fascinating	life	and	read	her	CANSCAIP	profile	
in	the	Winter	2000/2001	issue	of	the	NEWS	in	
our	website	archives.

http://www.janandrews.ca
https://www.canscaip.org/Resources/Documents/Vol.%2022,%20No.%204%20-%20Winter%20'00-'01%20-%20CANSCAIP%20NEWS.pdf
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NOTEWORTHY
FILM:	The	full-length	animated	adaptation	of	
Deborah	Ellis’s	The	Breadwinner	made		its	
world	premiere	in	September	at	the	Toronto	
International	Film	Festival.	Sheila	Barry,	
publisher	at	Groundwood	Books	says	“As	we	
have	watched	Deborah	Ellis’s	classic	novel	
being	adapted	for	film,	we	have	been	
completely	impressed	at	every	stage	with	the	
artistry	and	care	that	has	been	demonstrated	
by	everyone	involved.	I	think	this	film	is	one	
that	a	wide	audience	will	enjoy	and	will	be	
moved	by—adults	as	much	as	children,	and	
current	fans	of	The	Breadwinner	series	as	well	
as	those	who	are	not	familiar	yet	with	
Deborah’s	books.”	First	published	in	2000,	The	
Breadwinner	is	the	first	book	in	the	four-part	
award-winning	Breadwinner	series	about	
loyalty,	survival,	family	and	friendship	under	
extraordinary	circumstances	during	the	
Taliban’s	rule	in	Afghanistan.	A	movie	tie-in	
edition	of	The	Breadwinner	is	available	now	and	
a	graphic-novel	adaptation	will	appear	in	
January	2018.	See	more	at:	http://
bookcentre.ca/breadwinner-debut-tiff/
#sthash.ctJryhV2.dpuf

BOOKS	FOR	GRADE	ONE:	This	fall,	Grade	
One	children	nation-wide	will	take	home	a	
special	edition	of	Good	Morning,	Canada	
(Bonjour,	Canada!),	written	and	illustrated	by	
Andrea	Beck	and	published	by	Scholastic	
Canada.	This	annual	book	giveaway	program,	
which	provides	over	500,000	books	to	Grade	
One	children	across	Canada,	is	fully	funded	by	
TD	Bank	Group.	The	program	is	intended	to	
encourage	literacy	and	reading	for	young	
children	and	supports	the	Canadian	Children’s	
Book	Centre’s	mandate	to	bring	great	Canadian	
books	to	Canadian	children	and	to	promote	a	
love	of	reading	and	a	passion	for	books.

LOGO	VARIATION:	Our	front-page	logo	
variation	is	by	Andrea	Beck.	You	can	see	more	
of	her	work	in	Goodnight	Canada	(Scholastic)	
and	Pierre	Le	Poof!	(Orca	Books)	and	many	
more.	Her	website	is:	http://
www.andreabeck.com/.

ILLUSTRATORS:	We	are	looking	for	more	logo	
variations	to	dress	up	the	NEWS.	For	
inspiration,	you	can	view	our	current	ones	at	
the	ever-changing	logo	site	on	our	home	page.	

If	you	are	a	full	CANSCAIP	member/
illustrator	and	would	like	to	submit	your	
version	for	possible	use,	here	are	the	specifics:	
Digital	submission	is	preferred,	so	scan	your	art	
at	300	dpi	and	email	the	file	to	
office@canscaip.org.	Put	CANSCAIP	Logo	
Submission	in	the	subject	line.	We’d	love	to	
have	colourful,	playful	art.	Those	who	find	
scanning	a	challenge	can	send	paper	art	to	the	
CANSCAIP	office.

CREATIVE	WRITING:	If	you	are	teaching	a	
course	in	writing	or	illustration	for	the	
children’s	market,	we’d	love	to	send	you	a	
package	of	brochures	about	CANSCAIP	and	
about	Packaging	Your	Imagination	to	
distribute	to	your	students.	Email	our	office	
(office@canscaip.org)	to	let	Helena	Aalto	know	
how	many	you	may	need.	

http://bookcentre.ca/breadwinner-debut-tiff/#sthash.ctJryhV2.dpuf
http://bookcentre.ca/breadwinner-debut-tiff/#sthash.ctJryhV2.dpuf
http://bookcentre.ca/breadwinner-debut-tiff/#sthash.ctJryhV2.dpuf
http://www.andreabeck.com/
http://www.andreabeck.com/
mailto:office@canscaip.org
mailto:office@canscaip.org
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Photo	by	Debbie	Ridpath	Ohi

 From the 
  President’s Desk
				by	Sharon	Jennings

When	you	read	this,	I	shall	most	likely	be	in	the	
depths	of	despair,	hanging	my	head	in	shame,	
wondering	why	I	ever	thought	I	
could	write.	I	will	have	claimed	
to	have	been	ill	/	out-of-town	to	
avoid	public	gatherings	of	kidlit	
people,	or	(as	one	friend	
considered	doing	years	ago),	I	
will	be	wearing	a	paper	bag	over	
my	head	to	avoid	recognition	
by	my	publisher.

But	not	today!	Today,	as	I	
type,	it	is	a	glorious,	
stupendous	day.	A	day	filled	
with	confidence	and	
empowerment.	Today	(moments	ago)	I	hit	
‘Send’	and	off	went	a	manuscript	to	my	
publisher.	That	manuscript	is	so	pristine,	so	
clean	and	polished,	that	it	will	go	into	the	
Hallowed	Book	of	Records	under	Perfect	
Manuscripts.	Perhaps	one	of	the	Top	Ten	
Perfect	Manuscripts	of	All	Time,	just	after	
Hamlet.	No	editing	required.	Go	straight	to	
printer.	And	then	Hollywood.

I	figure	that	I	have	at	least	twenty-four	hours	
to	revel	in	my	magnificence	before	anyone	gets	
back	to	me	with	another	version	of	reality.

The	email	will	go	something	like	this:	Hi	
Sharon.	Thanks	for	sending	the	ms	ahead	of	
schedule.	It’s	a	good	first	draft.	Blah,	blah,	blah.	
(I	type	blah,	blah,	blah,	because	at	that	point	I	
will	be	incapable	of	reading	the	rest	of	the	
email.)

“It’s	a	good	first	draft.”	Five	words	that	suck	
the	life	out	of	a	writer.	Five	words	to	send	you	
into	a	tailspin	of	doom.	Even	if	the	email	states,	
“It’s	an	excellent	first	draft,”	it	won’t	matter.	The	
euphoria	of	those	twenty-four	hours	will	

Photo	by	Debbie	Ridpath	Ohi

evaporate	like	morning	mist.	I	have	never	
experimented	with	hallucinatory	drugs,	but	
imagine	the	crash	to	be	similar.	Because	‘first	
draft’	clearly	means	that	there	is	lots	of	work	
still	to	be	done.	Worse—‘first	draft’	means	that	
the	publisher	saw	lots	of	problems	that	I	didn’t.	
How	can	that	possibly	be	true?

Here’s	the	thing:	it	is	the	publisher’s	first	
draft.	It	isn’t	mine.	First	draft	implies	

something	a	bit	longer	than	
the	proverbial	notes	scribbled	
on	a	napkin.	What	I	sent	is	my	
twentieth	draft—the	draft	I	
went	through	line-by-line,	
read	aloud,	rewrote,	re-
thought,	re-researched.	The	
eighteenth	draft	was	ready	to	
send	when,	at	3:00	a.m.	I	sat	
straight	up	in	bed	with	the	
gaping	hole	in	logic	glaringly	
obvious.	Panicked,	I	stumbled	
to	desk	in	dark	and	jotted	

down	notes	or	even	turned	on	laptop.	Once	re-
written,	that	was	the	nineteenth	draft.	It	didn’t	
get	sent,	because	I	waited	a	few	days	to	let	it	
ferment,	and	then	polished	once	more.	Draft	
#20	is	finally	hatched.	Email	is	written,	
nervously	saved	to	draft,	resumed,	finger	
hovers—oh	the	agony—and	‘send’	is	pressed.

Woot!	Sound	of	champagne	corks	popping.
The	reason	I	have	the	courage	to	submit	

anything—ever—to	a	publisher	is	because	of	
CANSCAIP.	I’ve	written	often	in	past	columns	
about	how	much	I’ve	learned	about	writing,	
editing,	publishing	by	being	involved	with	this	
Society.	And	I’ve	confessed	several	times	how	
thankful	I	am	for	the	professional	advice,	
support,	and	friendship.	However,	this	is	
CANSCAIP’s	40âä	year,	and	so	it	behooves	me	
(when	can	one	ever	use	the	word	‘behooves’	in	
regular	conversation?)	to	mention	again	my	
gratitude.

Garnered	over	years	of	workshops,	
presentations,	articles,	and	chats	over	coffee	
with	colleagues	and,	of	course,	absorbed	by	

Photo	by	Debbie	Ridpath	Ohi
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reading	your	published	work,	I	have	a	checklist	
of	questions	to	ask	myself,	tips	to	consider,	
errors	to	watch	for,	methods	and	styles	to	
emulate.	And	after	I’ve	finished	a	more	or	less	
coherent	manuscript,	I	go	back	through	it	
applying	all	your	useful	strategies	and	wisdom.	
Here	is	how	I	do	so—not	original,	but	might	be	
useful	if	you	haven’t	thought	of	it.

I	can’t	write	an	outline	to	save	my	life.	The	
story	unfolds	as	I	go.	And	yes,	I	know	that	there	
are	several	best-selling	authors	who	claim	that	
this	is	unprofessional	and	just	plain	dumb.	But	
my	trick	is	to	write	an	outline	as	I’m	writing.	
When	I	finish	the	first	chapter,	I	get	a	blank	
page	and	type	what	happens	in	that	chapter.	
And	so	on	until	the	end.	Now	I	have	a	useful	
document	that	allows	me	to	see	where	I’ve	
veered	off,	lost	direction,	repeated	myself,	
forgot	something.	Now	I	can	go	through	my	
manuscript	following	each	thread	of	plot,	every	
character’s	arc,	any	details	that	have	been	left	
hanging	(i.e.	the	gun	on	the	kitchen	table	in	
first	scene),	how	many	days	have	passed,	and—
with	this	last	story—if	I	screwed	up	the	phases	
of	the	moon.	(I	did.)	I	can	see	easily	if	each	
chapter	begins	and	ends	with	something	
exciting.	(Pretty	much	nope.)	I	can	see	if	I’ve	
written	the	same	scene	twice	or	had	two	
characters	sound	like	identical	twins.	(Nailed	
both.)	I	can	spot	the	fact	that	every	scene	
happens	at	noon	in	the	rain.	I	can	check	for	
how	many	times	I	used	the	word	‘marvellous’	
or,	Lordy	forbid,	‘amazing’.

All	of	this	to	explain	that	what	I	send	a	
publisher	is	NOT	the	first	draft!	But…	can	you	
imagine	what	that	draft	would	look	like	if	I	
didn’t	have	all	this	writers’	craft	knowledge	to	
fall	back	on?	Now,	that	is	a	bag-over-the-head	
inducing	thought!

The	clock	is	ticking;	my	twenty-four	hours	is	
dwindling,	much	like	Dorothy’s	hour	glass.	But	
wait!	It’s	Friday,	so	perhaps	I	have	the	weekend?

And	perhaps,	maybe,	the	email	will	read:	
Thanks	for	this	lovely	manuscript.	Only	needs	a	
few	tweaks.	

When	I	sent	the	story	today,	I	wrote,	“Might	
as	well	get	this	over	with!”	Hopefully,	my	
publisher	won’t	respond	with	the	same	words.	
And	if	he	does,	I’ll	find	solace	in	talking	it	out	
with	my	CANSCAIP	family.

Post	Script:	Thanks	to	Debbie	Ohi	for	my	
updated	headshot.	Thanks,	too,	to	Ian	Crysler	
for	the	last	one.	I’m	sad	to	retire	it,	but	must	
admit,	I’ve	aged	a	bit!

MEET	CONNECT	SHARE!

Never	miss	a	meeting:	
www.canscaip.org/EventsCalendar!	
Add	CANSCAIP	events	straight	to	your	
calendar	or	inbox	with	handy	RSS	and	
calendar	tools.	

Halifax	region:	Attend	in	person	or	by	
Skype.	For	details,	contact	Lindsey	
Carmichael	at	lindsey@foxtalk.ca.

Montreal:	CANSCAIP	meetings	are	held	
regularly.	For	more	information,	contact	
Carol-Ann	Hoyte.	kidlitfan1972@yahoo.ca

Toronto:	Meetings	are	held	on	the	second	
Wednesday	of	each	month,	ten	times	a	
year	(no	meetings	in	July	or	August).	
Meetings	in	2017:	September	13,	October	
11,	November	8,	December	13.	See	website	
for	location	and	topic:	www.canscaip.org/
Monthly-Meetings.

Saskatchewan:	Holds	virtual	meetings	
monthly	on	the	15\].	Your	Saskatchewan	
representative	is	Sharon	Plumb	Hamilton.	
skcanscaip.wordpress.com.

http://www.canscaip.org/EventsCalendar
mailto:lindsey@foxtalk.ca
mailto:kidlitfan1972@yahoo.ca
http://www.canscaip.org/Monthly-Meetings
http://www.canscaip.org/Monthly-Meetings
http://skcanscaip.wordpress.com
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WELCOME
by	Monique	Polak

In	this	column	we	welcome	our	newest	
Members.

HEATHER	CAMLOT	
has	been	a	journalist	
for	almost	20	years,	
and	has	written,	
edited	and	translated	
for	Quill	&	Quire,	
Style	at	Home,	TV	
Guide	Canada	and	
Owl.	Her	debut	
middle-grade	novel,	
Clutch,	inspired	by	

her	father’s	childhood	in	Montreal	in	the	
1940’s,	has	just	been	published	by	Red	Deer	
Press.	The	short	story	version,	The	Boys	of	
Summer,	won	CANSCAIP's	Writing	for	
Children	Competition	in	2014.	Heather	is	a	
long-time	CANSCAIP	Friend	who	now	
becomes	a	Member.

HOLLY	HATAM	has	
been	making	art	since	
she	could	first	grasp	a	
pencil.	As	a	child,	she	
would	curate	art	
gallery	openings	in	
her	tiny	bedroom,	
featuring	her	artwork	
and	charge	her	
parents	and	brother	
an	admission	price	of	

25¢	to	attend.	Today,	Holly	is	still	making	art.	
From	greeting	card	artist,	to	textile	designer	
and	picture	book	maker,	her	distinctive	
illustrations	combine	line	drawings,	
photography	and	texture	to	create	illustrations	
that	burst	to	life	with	personality	and	emotion.	
Holly’s	picture	books	include	What	Matters—
which	received	a	SONWA	Children’s	Awards	

honourable	mention,	Bear	is	Not	Scared,	The	
Boy	in	the	Box	and	the	anticipated	picture	book	
series	Maxine	the	Maker,	to	be	published	by	
Dial	books	in	2018.	Holly	lives	and	works	in	
Whitby,	Ontario,	where	she	can	be	found	
hugging	trees,	stuffing	her	pantry	full	of	tea	
and	sticking	her	nose	in	a	book.

SHAR	LEVINE	is	
internationally	
recognized	as	a	
leading	children’s	
science	writer.	Her	
books	have	sold	more	
than	2,500,000	copies	
worldwide;	
translations	include	
Russian,	French,	
Portuguese	and	
Korean.	Her	many	books	(some	with	co-
authors)	include	Dirty	Science,	Hockey	Science	
(Scholastic	Canada)	and	In	a	Class	of	Their	
Own	series	(Crabtree).	Shar	lives	in	Vancouver,	
B.C.

DEBORAH	“DEB”	
PATZ	is	the	author	of	
books	for	the	film	and	
TV	industry.	She	
writes	for	working	
professionals	as	well	
as	for	children	and	
young	adults,	based	
on	her	hands-on	
production	
experience	since	the	
mid-80s.	Her	books	are	published	worldwide.	
She	has	worked	with	companies	such	as	Disney,	
LucasFilm,	Alliance/Atlantis,	Nelvana,	MCA/
Universal	and	the	IMAX	space	team,	and	with	
stars	such	as	William	Shatner,	Anthony	Daniels	
(C3P0)	and	Santa	Claus.	Her	newest	book,	
Write!	Shoot!	Edit!,	was	inspired	by	her	work	
with	teens	helping	them	to	make	their	first,	
elaborate	scripted	movies.	She	has	a	BFA	in	film	
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production	and	an	MFA	in	creative	writing	
(with	a	specialty	in	writing	for	children	and	
YA).	Deb	lives	in	Coquitlam,	B.C.	

BARBARA	SALSBERG	
MATHEWS	has	been	
making	art	and	acting	
since	she	was	a	child.	
In	her	teens,	under	
Barbara	Salsberg,	she	
wrote	and	illustrated	
Your	Own	Story	
(Annick,	1977)	and	
Up	In	Bubbles	
(Annick,1979).	At	17,	

Barbara	started	Mirror	Mime	Company.	She	
studied	mime	and	acting	in	Paris.	Barbara	
graduated	from	Ontario	College	of	Art	in	1981,	
completing	a	B.A	in	Fine	Arts	at	University	of	
Guelph,	a	B.Ed.	at	University	of	Toronto	and	a	
M.Ed.	from	OISE.	Barbara	weaves	visual	arts	
with	theatre—designing	and	building	
interactive	masks	and	puppets.	She	used	her	
inventions	as	a	corporate	trainer	for	US	and	
Canadian	clients.	Barbara	co-wrote	and	
illustrated,	Type	in	Action!	Activities	for	
Enriching	MBTI®	Training	in	Organizations	
(CPP,	2002),	using	experiential	education	
techniques.	Since	retiring	as	Assistant	
Curriculum	Leader	of	Visual	Arts	from	TDSB’s	
Northern	Secondary	School,	Barbara	and	her	
husband	now	live	in	Guelph.
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NEWS ROUNDUP
By	Elizabeth	MacLeod

Deadline	for	WINTER	NEWS:	November	20,	2017
We’d	love	to	hear	from	you!	Let	us	know	about	
your	new	books,	tours,	awards,	launches,	etc.	
Email	the	details,	including	your	town	and	
province,	with	the	subject	line:	WINTER	NEWS	
to:	NewsRoundup@canscaip.org.

ATLANTIC REGION
Welcome	to	new	Friends:	Allison	Connors,	
Lantz,	NS;	Linda	Lewis,	Halifax.

SHAUNTAY	GRANT’s	
latest	book,	The	
Walking	Bathroom	
(Nimbus	Publishing),	
is	now	available.	It’s	
Hallowe’en	and	
Amayah	doesn’t	have	
a	costume	to	wear	to	
school.	She	dressed	as	
a	ghost	for	the	last	
three	years	in	a	row,	

witches	are	overdone	and	fairies	are	not	her	
style.	She	wants	to	be	something	different,	
something	creative,	something	no	one	else	in	
the	world	has	ever	been	in	the	history	of	
Hallowe’en.	A	sweet	story	of	standing	out	and	
fitting	in,	The	Walking	Bathroom	is	the	newest	
book	from	this	award-winning	author	and	
spoken-word	poet.	With	fun,	vibrant	artwork	
from	Erin	Bennett	Banks,	this	imaginative	tale	
is	bound	to	inspire	some	unique	costumes	and	
become	a	Hallowe’en	favourite!	Shauntay	lives	
in	Halifax.

JESSICA	SCOTT	KERRIN	is	pleased	to	announce	
the	release	of	her	newest	middle-grade	novel,	
The	Things	Owen	Wrote	(Groundwood	Books).	
Owen	has	always	done	well,	even	without	
trying	that	hard.	But	then	he	makes	a	big	
mistake	that,	if	discovered,	will	greatly	
disappoint	his	family.	A	last-minute	trip	to	

Iceland,	just	Owen	and	his	granddad	seems	like	
the	perfect	way	out.	For	Owen’s	granddad,	the	
trip	is	about	paying	tribute	to	a	friend	with	
Icelandic	roots,	as	well	as	seeing	lava	fields,	
glaciers	and	geysers.	But	Owen	has	a	more	
urgent	reason	for	going:	he	must	get	back	the	
notebook	his	granddad	accidentally	sent	to	the	
Iceland	archive.	He	can’t	let	anyone	read	the	
things	he	wrote	in	it!	A	Kirkus	review	describes	
this	novel	as	one	of	love,	loss	and	self-
fulfilment,	and	says	it’s	a	tender	and	affecting	
coming-of-age	story	with	fully	realized	
characters.	Jessica	lives	in	Halifax.

Sophie	Grégoire	Trudeau	and	Jan	Coates	(right)

PATSY	MACKINNON	and	JAN	COATES	were	
walking	on	a	Nova	Scotia	beach	in	July	when	
they	met	Canada’s	Prime	Minister	Justin	
Trudeau	and	his	wife,	Sophie	Grégoire	Trudeau.	
Patsy,	Jan	and	Sophie	chatted	about	children’s	
books,	among	other	things.	Later,	a	copy	of	
King	of	Keji	(Nimbus	Publishing),	which	Jan	
wrote	and	Patsy	illustrated,	was	sent	to	the	
Trudeau	family	by	the	publisher.	Go	to	https://
jancoates.ca/2017/07/31/only-in-canada/	to	find	
out	more	about	the	encounter.	Patsy	lives	in	
New	Waterford,	NS,	and	Jan	lives	in	Wolfville,	
NS.

NANCY	ROSE	is	feeling	honoured	to	have	her	
first	book,	The	Secret	Life	of	Squirrels	(Penguin	
Random	House),	selected	to	be	part	of	Dolly	
Parton’s	Imagination	Library,	which	distributes	
a	book	a	month	to	children	under	age	five	who	
are	registered	with	her	program.	Nancy’s	fourth	

mailto:NewsRoundup@canscaip.org
https://jancoates.ca/2017/07/31/only-in-canada/
https://jancoates.ca/2017/07/31/only-in-canada/
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book	with	photographs	of	real	squirrels	
interacting	with	her	homemade	miniature	
props	is	due	in	spring	2018.	Nancy	lives	in	
Hubley,	NS.

GERALDINE	TUCK’s	
latest	novel,	Halifax	
Explosion	Mystery,	is	
the	fourth	book	in	her	
“Marauders	Mystery”	
Series.	All	the	books	
in	the	series	are	set	in	
the	1930’s	along	Nova	
Scotia’s	South	Shore.	
Junior	detectives	Dan	
Veinotte	and	Becky	

Wentzell	previously	solved	mysteries	involving	
a	World	War	I	veteran	turned	rum	runner,	a	
schoolyard	bully	hunting	for	gold	and	skeletal	
remains	found	on	Oak	Island.	In	the	latest	
adventure,	Dan	is	transported	back	to	
December	1917,	days	before	the	Mount	Blanc	
caught	fire	in	the	Halifax	Narrows.	This	year	
marks	the	100th	anniversary	of	the	largest	
human-made	explosion	before	the	use	of	the	
atomic	bomb.	Geraldine	weaves	facts	with	
fiction	to	create	a	thrilling	tale.	She	is	a	
member	of	the	Nova	Scotia	Writers	in	the	
School	program.	Geraldine	lives	in	Chester	
Grant,	NS.

WADE	ALBERT	WHITE	is	pleased	to	announce	
the	release	of	The	Adventurer’s	Guide	to	
Dragons	(and	Why	They	Keep	Biting	Me),	the	
second	book	in	his	middle-grade	fantasy	series,	
on	September	5.	This	fast-paced,	laugh-out-
loud	tale	takes	place	in	a	world	filled	with	both	
“magick”	and	science,	where	dragons	and	
robots	don’t	always	see	eye	to	eye	and	where	
adventure	is	only	a	fireball	away.	The	first	book	
in	the	series,	The	Adventurer’s	Guide	to	
Successful	Escapes	(both	Little	Brown	Books	for	
Young	Readers),	was	a	Chicago	Public	Library	
Best	Book	of	the	Year,	a	BEA	Middle	Grade	
Buzz	Book,	an	Indies	Introduce	title,	an	Indie	
Next	Great	Read	and	winner	of	the	inaugural	

Emerging	Author	Award	from	the	Atlantic	
Independent	Booksellers’	Association.	Wade	
lives	in	Kings	County,	NS.

BUDGE	WILSON	
joined	other	Eastern	
Canadian	poets	in	
contributing	to	the	
beautifully	designed	
and	produced	
Whispers	of	
Mermaids	and	
Wonderful	Things	
(Nimbus	Publishing),	
edited	by	Sheree	Fitch	
and	Anne	Hunt	and	published	in	July.	Budge’s	
poem	is	entitled	“Eating.”	Budge	lives	in	
Halifax.

QUEBEC
Welcome	to	new	Friend:	Andrea	McNeil,	
Chelsea.

NATALIE	KURTOG	reports	that	on	August	9	the	
Cairo	Centre	for	Children’s	Literature	discussed	
her	book	Pillows	of	a	Tale	(Social	Book	
Corporation),	which	was	published	in	Egypt	
last	year.	This	is	Natalie’s	second	book	to	be	
published	in	Egypt	in	Arabic.	The	Centre	also	
heard	a	report	by	Dr.	Samia	Taufik,	an	Arabic	
interpreter,	about	Natalie’s	work.	Natalie	lives	
in	Montreal.

KAREN	NESBITT’s	debut	young	adult	novel,	
Subject	to	Change	(Orca	Book	Publishers),	has	
been	nominated	for	the	Quebec	Writers’	
Federation	(QWF)	Prize	for	Children’s	and	
Young	Adult	Literature.	Subject	to	Change	was	
released	in	late	February	2017	and	has	taken	
Karen	on	a	whirlwind	tour	of	book	launches	
around	Montreal	and	in	Toronto.	She	has	
enjoyed	her	celebrity	status	as	the	high	school	
guidance	counsellor	who	is	also	a	published	
author.	Her	work	as	a	counsellor	exposes	her	to	
the	most	amazing	young	adults	and	their	
stories—truth	really	is	stranger	than	fiction	
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sometimes!	Karen	teaches	writing	courses	for	
adults	in	creative	nonfiction,	short	fiction	and	
memoir	at	the	Thomas	More	Institute	in	
Montreal	and	is	available	for	school	and	library	
visits	and	classroom	writing	workshops	for	
“kids”	of	all	ages.	Karen	lives	in	Pierrefonds.

ANNE	RENAUD	is	thrilled	about	the	September	
release	of	her	twelfth	children’s	book,	Mr.	
Crum’s	Potato	Predicament	(Kids	Can	Press).	
The	story,	which	is	one	part	fact,	one	part	
fiction	and	all	parts	fun,	is	based	on	the	
character	of	George	Crum,	whom	some	credit	
with	the	invention	of	the	potato	chip.	
According	to	the	School	Library	Journal	review	
“the	story	begs	to	be	read	aloud	so	that	
listeners	can	savour	the	luscious	language...”	
Anne	lives	in	Westmount.

RAQUEL	RIVERA	
celebrates	the	
October	publication	
of	her	young-adult	
historic	adventure,	
Yipee’s	Gold	Mountain	
(Red	Deer	Press).	
This	follows	the	
spring	release	of	her	
hi-interest–low-
vocabulary	book,	

Show	Mode	(Orca	Books),	for	the	“Limelights”	
performance	series.	Yipee’s	Gold	Mountain	will	
be	launched	in	Montreal	at	the	end	of	October.	
Raquel	lives	in	Montreal.

ONTARIO (OUTSIDE TORONTO)
Welcome	to	new	Friends:	Glennis	
Ackermann,	Etobicoke;	Karen	Alison,	Terra	
Cotta;	Lisa	Betik,	Waterloo;	Kevin	Colwill,	
Georgetown;	Nicoleta	Cooke,	Unionville;	
Marie	Croutch,	Markham;	Michelle	
Dinnick,	Alliston;	Dominika	Dittwald,	
Mississauga;	Caroline	Fenelius-Carpenter,	
Fenelon	Falls;	Matthew	Forestieri,	
Mississauga;	Mariana	Gurgis,	King	City;	

William	Hooey,	Sault	Ste.	Marie;	Stephen	
Hunt,	Battersea;	Carol	Kippers,	Hamilton;	
Carlynne	Kobewka,	Ottawa;	Jane	
MacFarlane,	Picton;	Norman	Marcotte,	
Ottawa;	Leona	McEwan,	Thunder	Bay;	Brian	
O’Connor,	Mississauga;	Jamileh	Salek	
Ostadtaqi,	North	York;	Susan	Ramsay,	
Napanee;	Chris	Rothwell,	Hamilton;	Logan	
Soeder,	Kitchener;	Anita	Szucsko,	Bolton;	
Lili	Torok,	Ottawa;	Judy	Weagle,	Aurora;	
Linda	White,	North	Bay;	Jeanie	Wright,	
Ancaster;	Sally	Wylie,	Burlington.

LISA	BEERE	has	just	released	four	picture	
books/early	readers.	Les	bruits	dans	la	nuit	is	
the	French	translation	of	her	first	book,	Night	
Noises.	It	tells	the	story	of	Sam	who	can’t	sleep.	
In	I’m	Running	Away!,	everyone	is	too	busy	for	
Sam	after	the	baby	arrives	so	he	decides	to	run	
away.	Lisa	says	her	book	Sparkle	the	Elf:	A	Story	
about	Confidence	“is	a	wonderful	gift	any	time	
of	year	and	will	inspire	self-confidence.”	Hair,	
Hair,	Everywhere!	(all	books	Crimson	Cloak	
Publishing)	tells	what	happens	when	Grandma	
gives	haircuts	to	the	children	without	asking	
Mom	first.	Things	are	tense,	but	this	story	
demonstrates	to	children	that	instead	of	
getting	angry,	sometimes	accepting	and	having	
a	laugh	is	a	better	way	to	solve	situations.	All	
the	while,	this	lesson	is	wrapped	around	an	
issue	children	deal	with	every	day:	the	status	of	
their	hair!	Lisa	lives	in	Ottawa.

JO	ELLEN	BOGART’s	2009	book	Big	and	Small,	
Room	for	All	(Tundra	Books)	has	been	released	
in	board-book	form.	As	well,	the	Vietnamese	
rights	to	the	book	The	White	Cat	and	the	Monk	
(Groundwood	Books)	have	been	sold	to	
Vietnamese	publisher	ThaiHaBooks.	Jo	Ellen	
lives	in	Guelph.

KYLIE	BURNS	is	pleased	to	have	another	
nonfiction	title	in	the	“Cultural	Traditions”	
series.	Cultural	Traditions	in	Cuba	(Crabtree	
Books)	describes	the	music,	dance,	food,	
customs	and	traditions	of	the	diverse	and	
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vibrant	culture	of	Cuba.	Kylie,	an	author	and	
teacher,	even	had	the	fortunate	opportunity	to	
travel	to	Cuba	this	year	to	experience	many	of	
these	traditions	firsthand.	She	lives	in	
Uxbridge.

KRISTEN	CICCARELLI’s	
debut	novel,	The	Last	
Namsara	
(HarperTeen),	will	be	
published	in	October.	
A	sweeping	epic	
focused	on	strong	
characters,	dangerous	
escapades	and	
poisonous	politics,	
the	story	centres	on	

Asha,	a	young	dragon	slayer	facing	an	arranged	
marriage	while	civil	war	spreads	through	her	
homeland.	Asha	makes	a	pact	with	her	father,	
the	king,	to	bring	him	the	head	of	the	deadliest	
dragon	in	her	kingdom	in	exchange	for	her	
freedom,	but	doesn’t	know	that	her	father	is	
hiding	a	life-changing	secret.	The	Last	
Namsara	is	the	first	book	in	a	series	that’s	being	
translated	into	nine	languages.	The	book	
launch	will	be	held	at	Kitchener	Public	Library	
on	October	4	in	conjunction	with	Words	Worth	
Books.	Kristen	lives	in	Kitchener.

LIZANN	FLATT’s	picture	book	Counting	on	Fall	
(Owlkids	Books),	the	first	in	the	four-book	
“Math	in	Nature”	series,	is	now	available	in	
paperback.	The	books	were	published	in	2012	
and	illustrated	by	Ashley	Barron	All	four	books	
were	recently	published	in	Turkey.	Lizann	lives	
in	Baysville.

CELIA	GODKIN	is	pleased	to	announce	that	
when	she	presented	her	latest	book,	The	
Wolves	Return	(Pajama	Press),	at	the	Prince	
Edward	County	Authors	Festival	earlier	this	
year,	she	was	interviewed	by	the	local	radio	
station.	The	audio	interview	is	now	available	at	
https://www.dropbox.com/s/kdmgtsasz52lkjz/
County%20Naturally.Celia%20Godkin.April%2

019%2C%202017.for%20Celia.mp3?dl=0.	Celia	
lives	in	Frankville.

MARILYN	HELMER’s	
latest	picture	book,	
Sarah’s	Wings	
(Dancing	with	Bear	
Publishing),	tells	the	
story	of	a	shy	young	
girl	who	loves	all	
living	things,	
especially	monarch	
butterflies.	As	she	
watches	the	
metamorphosis	of	a	monarch	from	egg	to	
flight,	she	manages	to	overcome	her	shyness,	
spread	her	own	wings	and	take	over	the	lead	
role	in	a	play	when	an	emergency	arises.	
Marilyn	is	delighted	to	have	a	story,	
“Unexpected	Visitors,”	in	the	new	Chicken	Soup	
for	the	Soul:	The	Cat	Really	Did	That?	(Chicken	
Soup	for	the	Soul).	She	suddenly	became	
momma	to	a	litter	of	four	abandoned	kittens	
that	her	kind-hearted	son	rescued	and	brought	
home.	With	some	help	from	her	daughter	and	
the	veterinary	clinic	where	she	worked,	all	four	
kittens	survived	and	thrived.	Marilyn	has	also	
contributed	stories	to	online	magazines	and	is	
busy	working	on	two	new	chapter-book	
manuscripts.	Marilyn	lives	in	Belwood.

NATALIE	HYDE’s	latest	novel,	Mine!	(Scholastic	
Canada)	is	now	available.	Chris	Dearing	comes	
from	a	long	line	of	losers	and	a	history	of	bad	
luck	that’s	plagued	the	Dearing	family	for	
generations.	His	only	hope	runs	through	the	
wild	rivers	of	the	forbidding	North.	What	is	up	
there	other	than	moose	snot	and	mosquitos	the	
size	of	bats,	you	ask?	Gold.	More	specifically,	a	
gold	claim	won	and	then	lost	by	Chris’s	
grandfather,	Wally	Dearing.	Reclaiming	the	old	
family	gold	mine	looks	to	Chris	like	his	only	
chance	to	turn	the	Dearing	family	luck	around	
once	and	for	all.	Will	he	strike	out,	like	the	rest	
of	his	family,	or	strike	gold	and	finally	get	a	
chance	to	rewrite	Dearing	history?	Well,	it	all	

https://www.dropbox.com/s/kdmgtsasz52lkjz/County%20Naturally.Celia%20Godkin.April%2019,%202017.for%20Celia.mp3?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/kdmgtsasz52lkjz/County%20Naturally.Celia%20Godkin.April%2019,%202017.for%20Celia.mp3?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/kdmgtsasz52lkjz/County%20Naturally.Celia%20Godkin.April%2019,%202017.for%20Celia.mp3?dl=0
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depends	on	whether	that	giant,	slobbering	
moose	lets	him	down	from	that	huge	pine	tree.	
Natalie	lives	in	Cambridge.

MARTHE	JOCELYN	
will	celebrate	the	
publication	of	two	
fabulous	wordless	
board	books	at	two	
events	this	fall.	At	an	
exhibition	sponsored	
by	Gallery	Stratford	at	
its	SteelBox	container	
site,	One	Red	Button	
and	One	Piece	of	

String	(Orca	Books)	will	debut	alongside	Sam	
Sorts	(Tundra	Books),	in	a	three-day	pop-up	
party	and	sale	of	books	and	original	
illustrations,	from	October	13	to	15.	On	
Thursday,	October	26,	(save	the	date!)	at	Ben	
McNally	books	in	Toronto,	there	will	be	
another	launch	party	for	the	same	three	books.	
Hip	hip	hooray!	Marthe	lives	in	Stratford.

TERRY	LYNN	JOHNSON	is	pleased	to	announce	
her	latest	middle-grade	book	releases.	Falcon	
Wild,	(Charlesbridge	Publishing),	winged	its	
way	into	stores	on	September	19,	while	Sled	
Dog	School	(Houghton	Mifflin	Harcourt),	will	
be	available	October	3.	Both	are	Junior	Library	
Guild	Selections!	Terry	Lynn	lives	in	Whitefish	
Falls.

HEATHER	KIRK	is	delighted	to	announce	that	
after	many	delays	her	book	Seeking	Peace:	The	
Quakers	(Borealis	Press)	is	finally	available.	
Seeking	Peace	is	about	one	of	the	longest	
nonviolent	resistance	movements	in	history.	It	
is	suitable	for	senior	high	school	and	freshman	
college	students,	as	well	as	adults.	Heather	lives	
in	Barrie.

STEPHANIE	SIMPSON	McLELLAN’s	newest	
picture	book,	The	Christmas	Wind	(Red	Deer	
Press),	illustrated	by	Brooke	Kerrigan,	launches	
October	15.	The	story	centres	around	Jo,	a	little	
girl	of	about	eight,	who	is	leaving	with	her	sick	

mother	and	infant	brother	for	“someplace	else”	
on	a	cold,	windy	and	snowless	Christmas	Eve.	
Along	the	way,	the	ferocious	wind	pushes	them	
around,	forcing	them	to	stop	for	the	night	to	
hide	out	in	the	barn	of	a	notoriously	grouchy	
old	man	named	Franklin	Murdock.	Prior	to	
launch,	the	book	engaged	primary	students	
from	every	province/territory	of	Canada	and	
four	classes	in	Australia,	via	a	unique	literacy	
experiment	
(www.ChristmasWindStoryProject.com)	that	
had	them	listening	to	the	story	in	the	format	of	
an	old,	serialized	radio	show.	The	ultimate	
showdown	between	feisty	girl	and	grumpy	old	
man	ignited	the	imaginations	of	nearly	1,700	
students	resulting	in	more	than	13,000	student	
illustrations.	Stephanie	lives	in	Newmarket.

SYLVIA	McNICOLL	continues	to	publish	
“Mistakes”	with	the	August	release	of	The	Artsy	
Mistake	Mystery	(Dundurn	Press).	Anxious	12-
year	old	Stephen	Noble	and	Renée	Kobai	walk	
canine	clients	Ping	and	Pong,	discovering	
missing	outdoor	art	and	rooting	out	suspects	
along	the	way.	Join	Sylvia	to	celebrate	her	new	
book	at	2:00	p.m.	November	5	at	The	
Burlington	Art	Gallery,	1333	Lakeshore	Road,	
where	the	crime	was	solved.	Sylvia	lives	in	
Burlington.

JENNIFER	MOOK-SANG	is	ridiculously	pleased	
to	announce	the	October	3	release	of	her	
picture	book	Captain	Monty	Takes	the	Plunge	
(Kids	Can	Press),	illustrated	by	the	extremely	
talented	Liz	Starin,	for	ages	3	to	7.	Monty	is	the	
stinkiest	pirate	to	ever	sail	the	six	or	seven	seas.	
He’s	afraid	of	the	water	and	he’s	never	taken	a	
single	bath.	What	will	he	do	when	his	true	love	
is	dragged	under	the	waves	by	a	monstrous	sea	
creature?	The	book	launch	for	Captain	Monty	
Takes	the	Plunge	will	be	held	from	1:00	to	3:00	
pm	on	Saturday	October	14,	at	A	Different	
Drummer	Books	in	Burlington	(513	Locust	
Street).	Jennifer	will	do	a	reading	and	book	
signing.	Everyone	is	invited	to	create	a	foxy	
bookmark	and	enjoy	some	pirate-y	

http://www.ChristmasWindStoryProject.com
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refreshments!	Jennifer	enjoys	visiting	schools	
and	libraries	to	speak	about	reading,	writing	
and	procrastination.	She	lives	in	Burlington.	

HEATHER	M.	O’CONNOR	was	artist-in-residence	
at	Quetico	Provincial	Park	from	August	28	to	
September	10.	The	Whitby	author	stayed	in	a	
lakefront	artist	studio	in	the	Dawson	Trail	
Campgrounds.	On	September	4,	Heather	led	
park	visitors	on	a	sensory	writing	hike	followed	
by	creative	writing	activities.	Heather’s	
residency	doubled	as	a	research	trip.	She	
recently	received	an	Access	Copyright	
Foundation	Marion	Hebb	Research	Grant	for	a	
new	project	on	the	endangered	Lac	La	Croix	
Indigenous	Pony,	which	once	roamed	wild	in	
the	park.	Heather	devoted	her	time	to	writing,	
research	and	meeting	the	ponies	at	Quetico’s	
Ponies	in	the	Park	weekend.	She	is	very	grateful	
to	the	Access	Copyright	Foundation	and	the	
Quetico	Foundation	for	making	her	research	
trip	possible.	Heather	lives	in	Whitby.

TINA	POWELL	
recently	discovered	
that	(contrary	to	
popular	belief)	you	
can	go	home	again!	
After	eight	years	in	
Vancouver,	Tina	has	
returned	to	Ontario	
with	a	new	publisher,	
new	books	in	progress	
and	a	new	school	and	

bookstore	tour.	This	fall	four	of	Tina’s	popular,	
paperback	picture	books—Peter’s	Poofect	Pet,	
Samantha’s	Silly-icious	Sandwiches,	Fernando’s	
Fun-tastic	Friends	and	Hi!	I’m	the	New	Baby	(all	
Peanut	Butter	Press)—are	being	rereleased	in	
hardcover.	Tina	is	thrilled	to	be	back	in	the	
Ontario	and	is	happy	to	be	connecting	with	old	
and	new	CANSCAIP	friends.	She	is	currently	
working	on	her	first	middle-grade	novel	and	a	
new	picture	book	featuring	her	beloved	
character	Andrew,	plus	an	awesome	amount	of	
“A”	words.	Tina	lives	in	Oakville.

SUSAN	ROSS’s	latest	book	is	Drat	That	Cat	
(Giggles	Press),	a	humorous	picture	book	with	
delightful	illustrations	by	Stephanie	Amatori.	
Gillie’s	grandparents	adopt	a	stray	tabby	to	the	
dismay	of	their	little	dog,	Abby.	One	cat	
becomes	five	when	the	stray	has	kittens.	Less	
than	four	months	later	there’s	another	litter,	
this	time	of	five	kittens!	The	book	engages	
children	with	the	cats’	antics	while	parents	
learn	how	quickly	cats	multiply	and	the	
importance	of	fixing	their	cats;	responsible	pet	
owners	spay/neuter	their	pets.	The	book	is	due	
out	in	late	fall	2017.	It	will	be	offered	to	rescue	
organizations,	shelters,	humane	societies	and	
veterinarian	clinics	at	a	discount	so	the	book	
can	be	used	as	a	fundraiser.	Susan	lives	in	
London.

KATHY	STINSON	was	honoured	to	take	part	in	
the	Seoul	International	Book	Fair	in	South	
Korea	for	three	days	in	June,	along	with	SYLVIA	
McNICOLL.	One	of	the	highlights	occurred	
when	a	group	of	intermediate	music	students	
played	the	Canadian	national	anthem	for	Kathy	
at	the	end	of	her	visit	with	them.	Much	thanks	
to	the	Canadian	Embassy	for	the	invitation.	On	
December	20	the	National	Arts	Centre	will	
stage	the	Canadian	premiere	of	the	concert	
version	of	The	Man	with	the	Violin	(Annick	
Press),	Kathy’s	TD	Children’s	Literature	Award	
winner,	illustrated	by	Dušan	Petričić.	Music	
composed	by	Anne	Dudley	will	be	performed	
by	the	NAC	Orchestra	and	Joshua	Bell	as	“the	
man	with	the	violin.”	Kathy	lives	in	Rockwood.

JOSEPHINE	VACCARO-CHANG,	together	with	
her	sculptures,	is	presenting	at	a	number	of	
public	events	this	fall.	The	author/illustrator	
was	at	Indigo	in	Richmond	Hill	on	September	
16	and	at	Word	On	The	Street	in	Toronto	on	
September	24.	On	Saturday	September	30	she	
will	be	at	the	Richmond	Hill	Central	Library	as	
part	of	Culture	Days	and	on	October	1	she’ll	be	
at	Memook	Creative	Hub,	again	as	part	of	
Culture	Days.	This	past	summer,	Josephine’s	
company	Dance	in	the	Rain	Publishing	
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launched	several	new	books,	including	Our	
Colourful	Cookies,	by	Amanda	Chang	and	
Josephine.	It	was	inspired	by	the	classic	tale	of	
The	Little	Red	Hen	and	involves	friends	
discovering	the	many	benefits	of	cooperating	
with	each	other.	Josephine	lives	in	Richmond	
Hill.

KIRA	VERMOND	is	
thrilled	to	announce	
that	she	has	signed	a	
contract	with	Owlkids	
for	a	“crackerjack”	
nonfiction	book	
about	fads	to	be	
published	in	fall	2018.	
When	Kira	isn’t	
sweating	over	that	
manuscript,	you’ll	

find	her	busy	teaching	her	kids’	weekend	
writing	classes	and	prepping	for	her	session	at	
this	year’s	Packing	Your	Imagination	
conference.	Kira	lives	in	Guelph.

TORONTO
Welcome	to	new	Friends:	Sharon	Bird,	Inga	
Breede,	Mira	Campbell,	Janieta	Eyre,	
Donna	Hughes,	Amee	Le,	Nadja	Lubiw-
Hazard,	Elizabeth	Martin,	Lisa	Maxwell,	
Athena	Tsavliris,	Carleigh	Wu.

LAURA	ALARY	is	delighted	to	announce	the	
publication	of	two	new	books	this	October.	
Look!	A	Child’s	Guide	to	Advent	and	Christmas	
is	a	companion	to	her	earlier	volume,	Make	
Room:	A	Child’s	Guide	to	Lent	and	Easter	(both	
books	Paraclete	Press).	Both	books	are	
illustrated	by	Ann	Boyajian.	Also	new	this	fall	is	
Read.	Wonder.	Listen:	Stories	from	the	Bible	for	
Young	Readers	(Wood	Lake	Books).	This	
collection—which	Laura	calls	her	fourth	child	
because	it	was	nine	months	in	the	making—
combines	her	gift	for	storytelling	with	
historical	research;	contemporary	concerns	
about	language;	a	sense	of	wonder;	and	a	

compassionate	and	inclusive	theology.	The	
stories	are	vividly	illustrated	by	Ann	Sheng.

KATE	BLAIR’s	second	
young-adult	novel,	
Tangled	Planet	(DCB	
Books,	Cormorant),	
will	be	coming	out	
this	fall.	Tangled	
Planet	is	set	in	the	
future,	in	deep	space.	
Sixteen-year-old	
engineer	Ursula	is	
struggling	to	adjust	to	
life	on	Beta	Earth	after	growing	up	on	the	
generation	starship	Venture.	But	when	her	
fellow	colonists	start	being	found	dead	and	a	
strange	creature	is	seen	in	the	forests,	Ursula	is	
determined	to	prove	the	planet	is	unsafe,	
return	to	the	Venture	and	keep	her	fragile	
society	together.

HEATHER	CAMLOT	is	excited	to	announce	the	
release	of	her	debut	novel,	Clutch	(Red	Deer	
Press),	which	was	published	in	August.	
Inspired	by	her	father’s	childhood	in	Montreal’s	
Plateau	and	set	against	Jackie	Robinson’s	
pivotal	year	with	the	Montreal	Royals,	Clutch	
follows	12-year-old	Joey	Grosser	as	he	strives	to	
make	money	any	way	he	can	to	get	his	family	
out	of	their	dump	of	a	neighbourhood.	But	by	
summer’s	end,	he’s	worse	off	than	when	he	
started	and	turns	to	the	wrong	person	for	help.	
Clutch	was	launched	on	September	14	at	
Mabel’s	Fables	Bookstore.	

ANNE	LAUREL	CARTER	will	publish	picture	
books	with	Groundwood	Books	in	2019	and	
2020.	

VERONIKA	CHARLES	has	a	new	picture	book	
titled	The	Land	Beyond	the	Wall	(Nimbus	
Publishing).	It	is	an	immigration	story	based	on	
the	author’s	personal	experience	of	coming	to	
Canada	from	behind	the	Iron	Curtain.	Written	
as	an	allegory,	the	story	depicts	a	young	girl’s	
arrival	to	a	strange	land	where	she	cannot	
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speak,	and	confronts	
the	harsh	realities	of	
immigration	and	the	
universal	struggle	of	
finding	one’s	place	in	
the	world.	This	past	
spring	and	summer	
has	been	busy	for	
Veronika.	In	April,	
she	was	a	presenter	in	
the	Sharjah	Children’s	

Reading	Festival	2017,	which	took	place	in	the	
United	Arab	Emirates.	In	June,	she	was	signing	
copies	of	her	new	book	at	BookExpo	in	New	
York	City.	In	September,	Veronika	read	from	
her	new	book	at	Word	On	The	Street	in	the	
Halifax	Central	Library.

JANE	DRAKE	and	ANN	LOVE	are	excited	to	
announce	the	release	of	Rewilding:	Giving	
Nature	a	Second	Chance	(Annick)	in	October.	
The	book	explores	a	new	strategy	to	help	
Nature,	including	endangered	species	and	
habitats,	in	both	cities	and	the	countryside.	
Rewilding	ranges	from	native	planting	and	
guerrilla	gardening	in	urban	spaces	to	bringing	
back	herds	of	wooly	mammoths	on	the	arctic	
tundra.	Rewilding	is	a	fascinating	nonfiction	
subject	that	raises	tangles	of	urgent	and	
sometimes	frightening	ethical	choices.	Jane	
lives	in	Toronto	and	Ann	near	King	City.

ANNE	DUBLIN	will	talk	about	“Why	Should	
Young	Adults	Read	Holocaust	Literature,	
Anyway?”	on	Wednesday	November	8,	at	7.30	
p.m.	at	the	Holocaust	Museum,	4600	Bathurst	
Street,	Toronto.	Anne	will	examine	important	
developmental	tasks	of	adolescents	and	relate	
these	tasks	to	three	types	of	Holocaust	
literature:	historical	novels,	memoirs	and	
diaries.	This	lecture	is	part	of	Holocaust	
Education	Week	and	is	sponsored	by	the	
Ontario	chapter	of	the	Association	of	Jewish	
Libraries.

SUSAN	HUGHES	is	excited	to	have	a	series	of	
three	board	books	(her	first	board	books	ever!)	
coming	out	this	September.	The	series	is	called	
“Time	To...”	and	it	includes	Bath	Time,	Nap	
Time	and	Play	Time	(Annick	Press).	What	
toddler	doesn’t	love	animals?	Especially	when	
those	animals	are	doing	the	same	activities	
toddlers	do,	such	as	napping	and	playing.	Each	
board	book	in	this	series	features	full-colour	
photos	of	familiar	animals	followed	by	two-
word	texts	that	include	a	description	of	what	
each	animal	is	doing,	e.g.,	penguin	splishing/
horse	splashing.	At	the	end	of	each	book,	a	
child	is	shown	having	a	bath,	taking	a	nap	or	
playing.

MARY	BETH	LEATHERDALE’s	book	Stormy	Seas	
was	launched	in	April	2017.	Chronicling	the	
true	experiences	of	five	young	boat	refugees	
forced	to	risk	their	life	at	sea,	the	book	has	
received	a	warm	welcome	with	starred	reviews	
in	Publishers	Weekly,	School	Library	Journal	
and	Booklist	and	a	nomination	for	the	2018	
Rocky	Mountain	Book	Award.	Mary	Beth	is	
looking	forward	to	discussing	the	book	with	
youth	at	the	Kingston	Writers	Festival	and	the	
Vancouver	Writers	Fest	this	fall.	Mary	Beth	is	
also	pleased	to	announce	the	September	launch	
of	#NotYourPrincess	(both	Annick	Press),	an	
anthology	she	co-edited	with	Lisa	Charleyboy	
about	the	experiences	of	Indigenous	girls	and	
women.

REGAN	W.	H.	
MACAULAY’s	third	
picture	book,	Tamara	
Turtle’s	Life	So	Far	
(Mirror	Publishing),	
illustrated	by	Javier	
Duarte,	was	
published	June	14.	It	
was	launched	at	Little	
RES	Q’s	booth	at	the	
Canadian	Pet	Expo	at	
the	International	Centre	in	Mississauga	on	
Saturday	September	9	and	10.	Tamara	the	Red-
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eared	Slider	turtle	is	having	a	rough	start	in	life.	
Her	new	owner	loses	interest	in	her,	and	she	is	
released	into	a	nearby	creek,	where	she	does	
not	belong.	Luckily,	a	Good	Samaritan	takes	
her	to	a	local	animal	shelter	that	cares	for	
“special	species”	like	Tamara.	There,	she	learns	
about	the	plight	of	rescue	turtles	just	like	her.	
Regan’s	second	picture	book,	Sloth	the	Lazy	
Dragon	(Guardian	Angel	Publishing),	
illustrated	by	Alex	Zgud,	was	the	recipient	of	
Literary	Classics’	Seal	of	Approval	and	was	
recently	awarded	second	place	in	the	Health	
category	of	the	2017	Purple	Dragonfly	Awards.

ELIZABETH	MACLEOD’s	book	Canada	Year	by	
Year	(Kids	Can	Press)	was	chosen	by	the	TD	
Summer	Reading	Club	as	one	of	its	“Top	
Recommended	Reads.”	toronto4kids.com	also	
named	the	book	to	its	list	of	“Ten	Kids’	Books	
to	Celebrate	Canada.”	This	past	summer	Liz	
gave	presentations	about	Canada	Year	by	Year	
at	a	number	of	branches	of	the	Toronto	Public	
Library	and	talked	about	the	book	at	the	Telling	
Tales	Festival	in	Rockton,	Ontario,	on	
September	17.	Liz’s	book	Vanished:	True	Tales	of	
Mysterious	Disappearances	(Annick)	has	been	
nominated	for	a	Rocky	Mountain	Book	Award.

MIREILLE	MESSIER	is	over	the	moon	to	
announce	that	she	has	two	new	picture	books	
out	this	season.	Fatima	and	the	Clementine	
Thieves	(Red	Deer	Press),	illustrated	by	
Gabrielle	Grimard,	is	a	whimsical	fable	about	
the	power	of	collaboration.	Moi	aussi!	Moi	
aussi!	(Éditions	de	la	Bagnole),	illustrated	by	
Yves	Dumont)	is	the	story	of	two	new	friends...	
and	one	little	lie.	Both	books	are	now	available	
in	stores	and	school	visits	are	available	in	
French	or	English.	This	fall,	Mireille	will	be	
travelling	to	Calgary’s	Wordfest	in	October	and	
to	Saguenay’s	Salon	du	livre.

DEBBIE	RIDPATH	OHI	is	delighted	to	have	her	
second	solo	picture	book,	Sam	&	Eva	(Simon	&	
Schuster	Books	For	Young	Readers),	launch	on	
October	17.	You’re	welcome	to	come	to	her	

October	10	Toronto	
book	launch	at	A	
Different	Booklist;	see	
DebbieOhi.com/
SamEvaTorontoLaunc
h	for	details.	In	
addition,	Debbie’s	
illustrations	appear	in	
three	other	new	
picture	books	
launching	in	2017:	Sea	
Monkey	&	Bob	(Simon	&	Schuster)	written	by	
Aaron	Reynolds;	Mitzi	Tulane,	Preschool	
Detective	in	The	Secret	Ingredient	(Random	
House)	written	by	Lauren	McLaughlin;	and	
Ruby	Rose,	Big	Bravos	(HarperCollins)	written	
by	Rob	Sanders.

KAREN	PATKAU	is	pleased	to	announce	that	
Who	Needs	a	Reef?,	which	she	wrote	and	
illustrated,	is	the	First	Runner-Up	for	the	Green	
Book	Festival	2017.	This	annual	American	
Competition	honours	books	contributing	to	
greater	understanding,	respect	for	and	positive	
action	on	the	changing	world	environment.	
Other	books	in	Karen’s	“Ecosystem”	series,	are	
Who	Needs	a	Desert?,	which	is	also	a	Festival	
First	Runner-Up;	and	Who	Needs	a	Swamp?,	
Who	Needs	an	Iceberg?,	Who	Needs	a	Jungle?	
and	Who	Needs	a	Prairie?	(all	Tundra	Books),	
which	are	all	Green	Book	Festival	Honour	
Books.

BARBARA	REID	will	be	on	the	road	in	
September	presenting	her	newest	book	Picture	
the	Sky	(Scholastic	Canada)	at	Word	On	The	
Street	Lethbridge,	Alberta,	as	well	as	the	
Winnipeg	Thin	Air	Festival	and	the	Vancouver	
Writers	Fest	in	October.	In	November,	she	will	
be	a	presenter	at	CANSCAIP’s	Packaging	Your	
Imagination.

OLHA	TKACHENKO	has	illustrated	a	new	picture	
book	titled	More	Babas,	Please	(Your	Nickel’s	
Worth	Publishing),	written	by	Marion	Mutala.	
It	was	published	in	April.	More	Babas,	Please!	is	

http://toronto4kids.com
http://DebbieOhi.com/SamEvaTorontoLaunch
http://DebbieOhi.com/SamEvaTorontoLaunch
http://DebbieOhi.com/SamEvaTorontoLaunch
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a	poem	about	grandmother’s	love.	The	book	is	
dedicated	to	Ukrainian	pioneers	in	Canada	and	
especially	the	women	who	chose	to	make	their	
homes	on	Canada’s	Prairies.

MANITOBA, SASKATCHEWAN, 
ALBERTA
Welcome	to	new	Friends:	Diana	Clarke,	
Moose	Jaw;	Annette	de	Jong,	Calgary;	
Kathleen	Garneau,	Calgary;	Lindsay	(Dee)	
Hahn,	Calgary.

BEV	BRENNA’s	new	middle-grade	novel	Fox	
Magic	(Red	Deer	Press/Fitzhenry	&	
Whiteside),	with	spot	illustrations	by	MIRIAM	
KÖRNER,	appears	in	September.	This	story	in	
magic	realism	explores	life	from	the	perspective	
of	12-year-old	Chance	Devlin.	Two	of	her	
friends	have	committed	suicide	and	as	she	
struggles	with	her	loss	and	guilt,	she	makes	a	
connection	to	a	mysterious	red	fox	named	Janet	
Johnson.	This	new	bond	helps	her	come	to	
terms	with	the	past	and	find	hope	and	courage	
in	the	power	of	dreams.	This	is	a	book	that	will	
open	honest	discussion	with	family	and	
friends,	at	home	or	in	the	classroom,	
supporting	healthy	choices	and	mental	health.	
Fox	Magic	contains	an	afterword	by	Dr.	Tim	
Claypool	with	resources	on	suicide	prevention.	
A	teachers’	guide	is	available	at	
www.beverleybrenna.com/fox-guide.html.	
Author	royalties	are	dedicated	to	non-profit	
community	groups	and	Canadian	mental	
health	organizations.	Bev	lives	in	Saskatoon.

MARTY	CHAN	was	the	
keynote	speaker	at	
CANSCAIP	Prairie	
Horizons	2017	
(September	15	to	17)	
in	Saskatoon.	He	
taught	an	all-day	
workshop	at	the	
Alexandra	Writers’	
Centre	on	September	

9.	In	October,	Marty	will	launch	Shadow	and	
Spell	(Clockwise	Press),	the	third	book	in	the	
“Keepers	of	the	Vault”	series.	Also	in	October,	
Marty	will	be	touring	Alberta	schools	and	
libraries	through	the	Young	Alberta	Book	
Society’s	Taleblazers	program.	Teachers	and	
librarians	can	go	to	yabs.ab.ca	to	book	him.	
Marty	lives	in	Edmonton.

JUDY	COOK	is	
promoting	her	book	
When	Dinosaurs	go	
Dancing	
(independently	
published	through	
Friesen	Press)	along	
with	the	robotic	
dinosaur	exhibits	
currently	on	display	at	
the	Assiniboine	Park	
Zoo	in	Winnipeg	and	the	Manitoba	Museum.	
This	year	Judy	has	created	a	CD	version	of	
“Listen	to	the	Bones”	music	to	accompany	the	
book.	She	is	currently	booking	reading/
performances	throughout	Manitoba	South	
Central	regional	libraries	for	fall	2017.	Judy	lives	
in	Winnipeg.

JOAN	MARIE	GALAT	has	a	new	release	for	
readers	age	nine	and	up.	Dark	Matters—
Nature’s	Reaction	to	Light	Pollution	(Red	Deer	
Press)	introduces	young	readers	to	the	fragile	
animals	impacted	by	light	at	night.	Revealed	
through	the	eyes	of	the	author	as	a	13	year-old,	
Dark	Matters	shares	stories	alongside	facts	that	
examine	the	amazing	nightlife	of	mammals,	
birds,	fish,	insects	and	other	species,	and	
includes	suggestions	on	how	young	people	can	
reduce	light	pollution.	Dot	to	Dot	in	the	Sky,	
Stories	of	the	Aurora	(Whitecap	Books)	
received	a	Skipping	Stones	Award;	Outdoor	
Writers	of	Canada	communications	award	
(second	place);	and	honourable	mention	from	
the	Canadian	Authors	Association,	Alberta	
Branch.	It	is	shortlisted	for	the	2017/18	

http://www.beverleybrenna.com/fox-guide.html
http://yabs.ab.ca
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Hackmatack	and	Red	Cedar	Awards.	Joan	lives	
in	Parkland	County,	AB.

KATHY	JESSUP	
diverged	from	her	
usual	career	as	a	
children’s	storyteller	
in	July	and	toured	
from	Edmonton	to	
Whitehorse	with	the	
Alaska	Highway	Road	
Show.	Kathy	spent	the	
past	year	creating	the	
show	along	with	

musician	Bill	Dolan	and	indigenous	author	
Allison	Tubman.	Following	a	successful	launch	
at	the	Provincial	Archives	of	Alberta	in	
Edmonton,	they	traveled	4,000	kilometres,	
performing	15	shows	in	12	communities	over	a	
period	of	3	weeks!	The	Road	Show	weaves	
stories,	songs,	family	anecdotes	and	archival	
photographs	from	as	far	back	as	World	War	II	
into	a	celebration	of	the	famous	route’s	75th	
anniversary.	The	rugged	Alaska	Highway	
crosses	through	some	of	northern	Canada’s	
most	remote	and	spectacular	scenery	and	is	
nominated	to	become	a	national	historic	site.	
Kathy’s	currently	in	talks	with	the	Canadian	
War	Museum	in	Ottawa,	as	well	as	Festival	
Fairbanks	in	Alaska,	to	bring	the	show	to	those	
communities	in	November.	Go	to	
www.alaskahighwayroadshow.com	for	more	
information	about	the	Road	Show.	Kathy	lives	
in	Edmonton.

MIRIAM	KÖRNER	is	thrilled	to	announce	that	
her	debut	novel	Yellow	Dog	(Red	Deer	Press)	is	
shortlisted	for	three	Young	Readers’	Choice	
Awards:	the	Rocky	Mountain	Book	Award,	the	
Manitoba	Young	Readers’	Choice	Awards	and	
the	Red	Cedar	Book	Awards.	The	illustrations	
of	her	picture	book	When	the	Trees	Crackle	
with	Cold:	pīsimwasinahikan	(Your	Nickel’s	
Worth)	will	be	touring	Saskatchewan’s	rural	
communities	with	the	Organization	of	
Saskatchewan	Arts	Councils’	“Arts	On	The	

Move”	touring	program	in	2018	and	2019.	
Miriam	lives	near	La	Ronge	SK.

LORNA	SCHULTZ	NICHOLSON	has	a	new	
nonfiction	book	called	Amazing	Hockey	
Stories:	Connor	McDavid	(Scholastic	Canada)	
about	the	Edmonton	Oiler	and	hockey	
superstar.	The	book	includes	text,	photos	and	
comic	sequences.	Lorna	lives	in	Edmonton.

SIMON	ROSE’s	latest	release	is	the	
“Shadowzone”	trilogy,	a	fast-paced	series	of	
adventures	involving	a	dark	parallel	world,	a	
deadly	plague	virus	and	a	race	against	time	to	
save	two	worlds	from	destruction.	Simon	lives	
in	Calgary.

DIANNE	YOUNG	is	
thrilled	to	announce	
that	she	will	be	the	
author	of	the	first	
children’s	picture	
book	by	the	creator	of	
the	Pickles	comic	
strip,	Brian	Crane.	
What???:	A	Pickles	
Children’s	Book	with	
Brian	Crane	(Baobab	
Press)	will	be	published	in	fall	2018.	Dianne	
lives	in	Martensville,	SK.

BRITISH COLUMBIA, YUKON, 
NUNAVUT, NWT
Welcome	to	new	Friends:	Tracey	Brown,	
Prince	George;	Danette	Byatt,	Delta;	Daphne	
Chan,	Vancouver;	Jennifer	Cooper,	Kelowna;	
Jacob	Enns,	Victoria;	Chris	Heffring,	
Ladysmith;	Lulla	Johns,	Vancouver;	Bri	
Keene,	Langley;	Susan	Macartney,	Victoria;	
Cynthia	Mackey,	Saanichton;	Mary	Rose	
MacLachlan,	Salt	Spring	Island;	Sylvia	H.	
Olson,	Kamloops;	Tara	Pastro,	Kamloops;	
Bernice	Ramsdin-Firth,	Chemainus;	Ken	
Rolston,	Burnaby;	Christie	Roome,	Salt	
Spring	Island.

http://www.alaskahighwayroadshow.com
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NORMA	CHARLES’	new	novel,	Runner:	The	Life	
of	Harry	Jerome,	World’s	Fastest	Man	(Red	Deer	
Press)	will	be	out	on	October	1.	It’s	the	story	of	
how	a	CN	railway	porter’s	son	who	grew	up	in	
St.	Boniface	(in	Winnipeg)	and	North	
Vancouver	became	such	an	accomplished	
sprinter	that	he	held	world	records	for	the	100	
yards	and	the	100	meter	sprints	for	eight	years	
in	the	1960s.	Norma	lives	in	Vancouver.

LEE	EDWARD	FÖDI,	Stacey	Matson	and	Kallie	
George	recently	served	as	judges	for	a	creative	
writing	contest	for	children	in	Korea,	co-hosted	
by	the	Canadian	Embassy	and	Seoul	and	the	
Creative	Writing	for	Children	Society	(CWC)	in	
Vancouver.	The	theme	of	the	contest	was	“150”	
in	honour	of	Canada	150.	More	than	200	
students	from	elementary,	middle	and	high	
schools	across	Korea	entered	the	contest.	The	
winners	were	announced	on	July	1	and	Lee	and	
Stacey	travelled	to	Seoul	in	July	for	the	official	
awards	ceremony.	There	were	30	winners	in	
various	categories,	with	the	top	winner	
receiving	a	free	round-trip	ticket	from	Air	
Canada	to	travel	to	anywhere	in	Canada.	After	
the	ceremony,	Lee	and	Stacey	held	a	Q&A	with	
the	young	writers,	taking	many	in-depth	
questions	about	the	craft	and	offering	advice.	
Lee	lives	in	Vancouver.

DEBORAH	HODGE	is	pleased	to	announce	that	
her	picture	book	Bear’s	Winter	Party	
(Groundwood	Books)	has	been	nominated	for	a	
Chocolate	Lily	Award,	which	is	the	young	
readers’	choice	awards	for	British	Columbia	
books.	She	is	also	happy	that	the	Richmond	
Public	Library	chose	her	book	West	Coast	Wild	
(Groundwood	Books),	illustrated	by	KAREN	
RECZUCH,	as	a	featured	book	in	their	summer	
reading	program,	“Walk	on	the	Wild	Side.”	
Lovely	art	from	the	book’s	pages	decorated	the	
children’s	section	of	the	library.	Deborah	lives	
in	Vancouver.

Julie	Lawson	(l)	with	Sheila	Lott	and		Sheryl	
MacFarlane	at	a	joint	launch	of	their	books

JULIE	LAWSON	launched	the	25th	anniversary	
edition	of	her	first	young-adult	novel,	White	
Jade	Tiger	(Dundurn	Press),	with	a	celebration	
at	Munro’s	Bookstore	in	Victoria	in	January	
2017.	She	then	launched	into	the	writing	of	A	
Blinding	Light	(Nimbus	Publishing),	her	first	
new	book	since	the	publication	in	2011	of	
Ghosts	of	the	Titanic	(Scholastic	Canada),	
winner	of	the	Chocolate	Lily	Award.	In	A	
Blinding	Light,	Julie	tells	a	riveting	story	of	the	
Halifax	Explosion	and	its	aftermath,	exploring	
the	themes	of	racial	prejudice,	loss	and	
resilience,	social	class	and	the	unlikely	human	
bonds	that	arise	in	times	of	tragedy.	The	novel	
will	be	published	this	fall,	in	time	for	the	
centenary	of	the	disaster	on	December	6,	2017.	
Recently,	Julie	narrated	SHARON	JENNINGS’	
story	The	Happily	Ever	Afternoon	(originally	
Annick	Press)	for	Crow	Cottage	Publishing,	
who	will	add	it	to	their	list	of	animated	ebooks.	
Julie	lives	in	Victoria.
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ANNE	PATTON	will	participate	in	a	panel	at	the	
Saskatchewan	Writers’	Guild	Fall	Conference,	
October	21	to	22.	Thanks	to	ALISON	LOHANS	
for	galvanizing	members	of	her	writing	group	
to	address	the	topic	“Keeping	It	Fresh:	Survival	
Tactics.”	The	panelists	will	share	practical	
suggestions	for	keeping	inspiration	bubbling	
when	the	muse	and/or	the	market	have	gone	
elsewhere.	Anne	lives	in	Victoria.

SCOT	RITCHIE	has	written	and	illustrated	two	
new	books.	See	What	We	Eat!	(Kids	Can	Press)	
encourages	children	to	make	healthy	food	
choices.	Each	stop	on	the	farm	introduces	kids	
to	a	food	group:	the	wheat	field	for	grains,	the	
garden	for	vegetables,	the	henhouse	for	
protein,	the	barn	for	dairy	and	the	orchard	for	
fruit.	This	book	helps	children	understand	why	
local	food	matters.	In	Scot’s	book	Federica	
(Groundwood	Books),	the	title	character	
escapes	her	messy	house	to	be	with	her	animal	
friends	in	the	park.	She	has	an	idea	and	soon	
she’s	bringing	home	sheep,	spiders,	dragonflies	
and	more.	Then	Federica	takes	her	family	for	a	
picnic	and	the	animals	get	to	work	chomping	
the	lawn,	eating	garbage	and	catching	the	bugs	
overrunning	the	house.	Federica’s	family	comes	
home	to	raccoons	doing	the	dishes	and	a	clean	
house!	Federica	knows	that,	sometimes,	letting	
nature	back	into	our	lives	is	the	best	answer.	
Scot	lives	in	Vancouver.

MARGRIET	RUURS	is	delighted	to	announce	
that	rights	for	her	latest	book,	Stepping	Stones,	
A	Refugee	Family’s	Journey	(Orca	Books),	have	
sold	for	many	languages	around	the	world,	
including	Korean,	Spanish	and	German.	
Margriet	will	be	speaking	at	schools	and	a	
Literacy	Festival	in	Turkey	in	November.	She	
will	also	be	at	Word	On	The	Street	in	
Lethbridge,	Alberta,	and	the	Vancouver	Writers	
Fest.	As	well,	Margriet	has	two	new	books	
coming	out	this	fall:	Birthdays	Around	the	
World	and	The	Elephant	Keeper,	which	is	based	
on	a	true	story	of	a	Zambian	elephant	

orphanage	(both	Kids	Can	Press).	Margriet	
lives	on	Salt	Spring	Island,	BC.

JOCELYN	SHIPLEY’s	young-adult	novel	
Impossible,	in	the	“Soundings”	series,	will	be	
published	in	spring	2018	and	her	young-adult	
novel	A	Raw	Talent	will	be	published	in	the	
“Limelights”	series	(both	Orca	Books)	in	fall	
2018.	Jocelyn	lives	on	Vancouver	Island	and	in	
Toronto.

IRENE	N.	WATTS	and	Kathryn	E.	Shoemaker	
will	be	speaking	at	Word	On	The	Street	in	
September	and	at	the	Vancouver	Writers	Fest	in	
October	about	their	graphic	novel	Seeking	
Refuge	(Tradewind	Books).The	book	is	
nominated	for	British	Columbia’s	Chocolate	
Lily	Award	and	also	received	a	starred	review	
from	Kirkus.	Irene	lives	in	Vancouver.

BERYL	YOUNG	has	signed	contracts	for	two	new	
books	to	be	published	in	2018.	Just	an	Acadian	
Boy:	the	Journey	of	Roméo	LeBlanc	to	Become	
Governor	General	of	Canada	(Bouton	d’or	
Acadie)	is	a	middle-grade	biography	to	be	
published	in	French	and	English.	Miles	to	Go	
(Heritage	House)	is	a	middle-grade	novel	set	in	
the	1940s	in	Saskatchewan.	Beryl	lives	in	
Vancouver.

INTERNATIONAL
GORDON	KORMAN	is	really	pleased	at	the	
reception	that	his	latest	release,	Restart	
(Scholastic	Press),	is	receiving.	He	reports	the	
book	has	been	getting	lots	of	buzz,	all	good.	
And	Gordon’s	also	recalling	being	a	seventh-
grade-published	author	as	he	prepares	to	send	
his	eldest	son	off	to	college.	Wow,	time	flies!	
Gordon	lives	in	Great	Neck,	NY.

Editor’s	note:	Members	can	be	contacted	
via	the	form	on	their	CANSCAIP	site	
Membership	page.	
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A Word About Word Counts 
by	Karen	Krossing

I’m	a	fan	of	daily	word	counts	when	I’m	writing	
a	first	draft	of	a	novel.	It	helps	me	focus	on	my	
goal	of	simply	getting	it	down	on	paper,	
allowing	revisions	to	come	later.	As	novelist	
Jane	Smiley	wrote,	“Every	first	draft	is	perfect,	
because	all	a	first	draft	has	to	do	is	exist.”

Recently,	I’ve	made	a	change	to	my	word-
count	technique	that’s	working	well.	Usually,	I	
set	a	count	of	anywhere	from	500	to	1500	new	
words	on	my	work-in-progress	per	writing	
session,	depending	on	how	much	time	I	have	to	
write.	Now,	I’ve	changed	that	to	include	new	
words	about	my	work-in-progress.

Here’s	how	it	works:	If	I	have	half	a	day	to	
write,	I	might	decide	I	have	to	write	a	minimum	
of	500	new	words	of	my	manuscript	or	1000	
new	words	about	my	story.	I	always	double	the	
number	of	words	that	are	about	my	story,	since	
they	are	messier	and	tend	to	wander.

I’m	finding	this	new	technique	is	a	useful	
way	to	write	through	blocks	and	challenges	
because	I’m	spending	my	writing	time	gaining	
insights	about	my	story	instead	of	writing	a	
bunch	of	manuscript	words	that	I’ll	probably	
throw	out	later.	I	also	find	that	I’m	less	
distracted	during	writing	sessions	because	I	
always	have	a	measurable	task	to	focus	on.	It	
satisfies	me	to	be	able	to	measure	my	progress,	
and	I	like	to	proudly	announce	to	my	family	
each	evening	how	much	I	wrote.

What	might	I	write	about	my	story?	Here	are	
some	options.

W,1+B	AN-/+	CTC,C0+B,D
I	write	character	notes	before	I	start	writing	a	
first	draft,	but	those	notes	aren’t	always	
thorough	enough.	Let	me	explain	using	an	
example.	

On	my	current	work-in-progress,	I	had	two	
more	first-draft	chapters	to	write,	but	I	was	
stuck.	Depending	on	what	one	of	my	secondary	

characters	did	next,	my	plot	could	resolve	in	a	
few	different	ways.	I	realized	that	I	didn’t	know	
enough	about	this	minor	character	who	had	
suddenly	developed	a	larger	role	in	the	story.	I	
wrote	character	notes	about	her	and	asked	
myself	questions	about	her	current	state:

•	How	does	she	feel	right	now?
•	What	does	she	notice	about	her	world?	
•	How	does	she	view	my	protagonist	and	
the	other	characters?
•	What	details	from	her	personal	history	
might	be	triggered	right	now?
•	What	secrets	might	she	be	keeping?
•	What’s	her	goal	in	this	chapter?

W,1+B	AN-/+	PR-+
I	write	a	synopsis	before	I	start	writing	a	first	
draft,	but	I	also	allow	it	to	evolve	organically.	

Continuing	with	my	example,	now	that	I	
understood	this	secondary	character	better,	I	
could	begin	to	image	her	next	steps.	I	decided	
to	write	about	my	plot	by	brainstorming	
alternative	ideas,	depending	on	how	this	
character	might	behave	and	how	my	
protagonist	might	react	to	her.	

The	result	was	a	change	in	plot	from	my	
original	synopsis.	I	discovered	that	the	big	
moment	I’d	been	writing	toward	wasn’t	the	true	
heart	of	my	story.	A	new	destination	had	
emerged—one	that	better	suited	my	novel.

W,1+B	h,-g	C	D1hhB,B*+	P-1*+	-h	V1Bf
Now	I	knew	my	secondary	character’s	next	
steps.	However,	I	discovered	that	I	still	didn’t	
have	the	whole	picture.	I	only	knew	broad	
strokes,	rather	than	details	of	her	actions.

I	decided	to	write	the	chapter	from	her	point	
of	view—detailed	scenes	that	would	never	
appear	in	the	book.	It	forced	me	to	develop	
every	nuance	of	her	thought-process,	
motivations	and	actions.	When	I	began	writing	
my	first	draft	again,	I	knew	exactly	what	this	
secondary	character	felt	and	thought.	Her	
dialogue	and	deeds	came	to	life	on	the	page,	
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and	my	protagonist	and	I	could	get	on	with	the	
story.

J-/,*CR	AN-/+	+TB	S+-,@
Finally,	I	might	write	a	journal	entry	about	my	
story.	I	use	this	technique	when	I	need	to	sort	
out	my	feelings	about	it.	Maybe	I’m	afraid	that	
the	novel	isn’t	working	or	that	I’ll	never	create	a	
readable	story.	I	write	about	my	fears,	trying	to	
turn	them	into	positive	ways	forward:

•	Why	am	I	afraid	the	story	isn’t	working?
•	What	revision	notes	can	I	make	that	will	
improve	the	story?
•	In	what	ways	is	the	story	succeeding?

After	I’ve	written	about	my	story,	I’m	ready	to	
write	my	actual	manuscript	again.	When	I	do,	
my	first-draft	words	are	more	targeted,	with	
richer	characters	and	better	plot	intricacies.	

For	me,	it’s	a	win-win.	I	move	my	story	
forward,	and	I	have	a	measurable	result	after	
each	writing	session.	Even	better,	I	eventually	
end	up	with	a	finished	first	draft	to	celebrate.

Hopefully,	this	technique	will	help	you	
finish	your	first	draft	too.

KAREN	KROSSING’s	
recent	titles	include	
Punch	Like	a	Girl	
(Orca,	2015),	which	
was	runner-up	for	the	
Kaywell	Books	Save	
Lives	Award,	and	Bog,	
(Fitzhenry	&	
Whiteside,	2014),	
which	won	the	SCBWI	
Crystal	Kite	Award.

http://karenkrossing.com/book/3718-2/
http://karenkrossing.com/book/bog-2/
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To Market, 
To Market
by	Beth	Pollock

Please	note:	CANSCAIP	does	not	screen	literary	
agencies	or	publishers.	It	is	your	responsibility	
to	research	their	business	reputations	before	
signing	a	contract.	Reputable	agencies	and	
publishers	do	not	charge	for	reading,	editing	or	
publishing	manuscripts.

PUBLISHERS
CXYZ[\]	B\\^_
3	Park	Avenue,	19âä	Floor
New	York	NY,	USA	10016
http://www.hmhco.com/popular-reading/
authors/manuscript-submissions	
Manuscript	submissions:	Submissions	are	
accepted	only	by	mail,	directed	to	“Submissions	
Dept.”	at	the	address	above.	For	picture	books	
and	novels,	please	send	the	entire	manuscript.	
For	non-fiction,	please	submit	a	synopsis	and	
sample	chapters.	Do	not	include	a	SASE,	as	
materials	are	not	returned.
Illustration	submissions:	Submissions	
should	be	sent	by	mail,	directed	to	“Art	
Samples”	at	the	address	above.	Send	colour	
copies	or	tear	sheets.	Illustrations	of	children	or	
animals	are	helpful,	although	you	may	send	
your	choice	of	subject	matter.

MYZ[`aY	B\\^_
P.O.	Box	5306
East	Orange	NJ,	USA	07019
http://www.justusbooksonlinestore.com/
manuscript-submission-guidelines/	
Manuscript	submissions:	Marimba	is	a	
multicultural	children’s	book	imprint	that	
publishes	books	that	reflect	diversity.	They	are	
currently	accepting	queries	for	fiction	and	
nonfiction	manuscripts	targeted	to	readers	age	
8-12	with	realistic,	contemporary	characters.	
Please	send	a	query	letter	to	the	Submissions	

Dept.	at	the	address	above,	with	a	brief	bio	that	
includes	any	previously	published	work.	
Queries	should	also	include	a	1-2	page	synopsis	
of	your	manuscript,	3-5	sample	pages,	and	a	
SASE.	If	you	do	not	hear	from	them	within	six	
months,	you	may	assume	your	work	does	not	fit	
their	immediate	needs.
Illustration	submissions:	Marimba	is	a	
multicultural	children’s	book	imprint	that	
publishes	books	that	reflect	diversity.	Please	
send	a	query	letter	to	the	address	above,	
directed	to	the	Submissions	Dept.	Please	send	a	
representative	sample	of	the	range	of	your	
work.	All	art	samples	will	be	kept	on	file	for	
consideration	of	future	projects.

GZ\b]cd\\c	B\\^_
128	Sterling	Road,	Lower	Level
Toronto,	ON,	M6R	2B7
http://site.houseofanansi.com/groundwood-
submissions/	
Manuscript	submissions:	Groundwood	is	
always	looking	for	new	authors	of	novel-length	
fiction	for	children	of	all	ages.	They	do	not	
publish	genre	fiction	such	as	thrillers	or	fantasy.	
Submissions	should	be	sent	to	
submissions@groundwoodbooks.com,	and	
include	a	cover	letter,	several	sample	chapters,	
and	a	brief	synopsis.	
Illustration	submissions:	Groundwood	is	
looking	for	Canadian	illustrators	for	fiction,	
non-fiction	and	cover	art.	Send	a	link	to	your	
portfolio	site	or	blog	to	Michael	Solomon	at	
msolomon@groundwoodbooks.com.	You	may	
also	send	digital	samples	(PDFs,	JPEGs,	TIFFs)	
as	email	attachments.	If	you	prefer,	you	may	
send	physical	samples	(4-10	B&W	or	colour	
copies	or	digital	colour	proofs;	4-10	tear	sheets,	
press	sheets,	postcards;	1-2	published,	bound	
books)	to	the	Submissions	Department	at	the	
address	above.

http://www.hmhco.com/popular-reading/authors/manuscript-submissions
http://www.hmhco.com/popular-reading/authors/manuscript-submissions
http://www.justusbooksonlinestore.com/manuscript-submission-guidelines/
http://www.justusbooksonlinestore.com/manuscript-submission-guidelines/
http://site.houseofanansi.com/groundwood-submissions/
http://site.houseofanansi.com/groundwood-submissions/
mailto:submissions@groundwoodbooks.com
mailto:msolomon@groundwoodbooks.com
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AGENTS
Jb_e[]	WfXX_
Corvisiero	Literary	Agency
www.corvisieroagency.com
Wells	is	currently	seeking	MG	and	YA	fantasy,	
science	fiction,	paranormal,	adventure	and	
historical	fiction.	He	is	also	looking	for	
contemporary	and	dystopian	YA.	Submissions	
may	be	sent	to	query@corvisieroagency.com	
with	the	subject	title	“Query	–	ATTN:	Justin	
Wells,	[Name	of	manuscript].”	In	addition	to	
the	query	letter,	please	include	a	1-2	page	
synopsis,	a	10-page	manuscript	sample	in	the	
body	of	the	email,	and	your	social	media	links.	

TY]b_Z[	PZY_Y]]Y	
Foundry	Literary	+	Media
http://foundrymedia.com/team/tanusri-
prasanna/	
Prasanna	is	drawn	to	YA	with	ambitious	world-
building	fantasies,	contemporary	novels	that	
convey	emotional	truths,	charming	and	
relatable	romances,	and	voice-driven	suspense.	
She’s	also	looking	for	MG	with	vulnerable	yet	
resilient	protagonists,	mysteries,	and	humorous	
stories	set	in	schools	or	quirky	
neighbourhoods.	She	also	represents	picture	
books.	In	all	cases,	she’s	actively	seeking	“own	
voices”	and	protagonists	and	worlds	that	draw	
from	different	cultures	and	experiences.	Please	
query	her	at	
tpsubmissions@foundrymedia.com.	Include	
your	name	and	project	title	in	the	subject	line,	
and	include	a	synopsis	and	first	three	chapters	
of	your	manuscript.

DY][fXXf	BbZag
Nelson	Literary	Agency
http://nelsonagency.com	
Burby	is	looking	for	all	genres	of	YA	and	MG.	
She	particularly	enjoys	complex	female	
characters,	quirky	adventures,	narratives	that	
ask	readers	to	think	deeply,	girls	with	swords,	
and	seaside	novels.	You	may	query	her	at	
querydanielle@nelsonagency.com.	

BUSINESS	BRIEFS	
WRITING	WORKSHOP
Develop	and	workshop	your	idea	for	a	novel	or	
picture	book	with	Anne	Laurel	Carter	
(www.annelaurelcarter.com)	this	fall.	At	the	
Toronto	downtown	campus,	University	of	
Toronto	SCS,	Anne	will	instruct:	1717	Writing	
for	Children,	eight	Tuesday	evenings	Oct.	10-
Dec.	05	(no	class	on	Nov.	07).	Register	at:	
learn.utoronto.ca.	ALSO:	Fine-tune	your	
picture	book:	Workshop	with	a	group	of	savvy	
&	passionate	picture	book	writers	on	a	Sunday	
afternoon	this	fall.	For	details	contact:	
annelaurelcarter@rogers.com.	

VIRGINIA	FRANCES	SCHWARTZ	is	holding	a	
writing	retreat	in	the	Caribbean	from	October	
15	to	19.	The	retreat	includes	free-writes,	
vegetarian	food,	amazing	swims	and	yoga	in	a	
healing	atmosphere.	Come	prepared	to	do	
simple	yoga	poses	to	anchor	your	body,	focus	
your	mind	and	call	up	the	stories	waiting	to	be	
heard.	Go	to	sivanandabahamas.org/course/
infuse-your-writing-with-yoga-october-2017	for	
more	information.

TED	STAUNTON	leads	Writing	Children’s	
Fiction	courses	I	and	II	this	fall,	Tuesday	and	
Thursday	evenings	beginning	in	mid	
September.	Classes	are	held	at	Mabel’s	Fables	
bookstore	in	central	Toronto.	Writing	I	surveys	
all	genres	of	kid	lit.	Writing	II	is	a	workshop	for	
experienced	writers.	Click	the	links	below	for	
the	George	Brown	College	Continuing	
Education	website:	https://writing-children-s-
fiction-i/	or	https://writing-children-s-fiction-
ii/

BOOK	TRAILERS
Bring	your	stories	to	life	for	your	prospective	
readers	with	a	book	trailer.	Videographer	Tim	
Clark	will	create	a	professional,	1	to	3	minute	
trailer	for	a	story	in	any	genre.	Watch	his	trailer	
for	The	Choice	by	Kathy	Clark	which	was	
named	video	of	the	week	on	the	Open	Book	

http://www.corvisieroagency.com
mailto:query@corvisieroagency.com
http://foundrymedia.com/team/tanusri-prasanna/
http://foundrymedia.com/team/tanusri-prasanna/
mailto:tpsubmissions@foundrymedia.com
http://nelsonagency.com
mailto:querydanielle@nelsonagency.com
http://www.annelaurelcarter.com
http://learn.utoronto.ca
mailto:annelaurelcarter@rogers.com
http://sivanandabahamas.org/course/infuse-your-writing-with-yoga-october-2017
http://sivanandabahamas.org/course/infuse-your-writing-with-yoga-october-2017
https://coned.georgebrown.ca/courses-and-certificates/writing-children-s-fiction-i/
https://coned.georgebrown.ca/courses-and-certificates/writing-children-s-fiction-i/
https://coned.georgebrown.ca/courses-and-certificates/writing-children-s-fiction-ii/
https://coned.georgebrown.ca/courses-and-certificates/writing-children-s-fiction-ii/
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website.	Contact	Tim	at	
tim@studiomograph.com.

VISITING	CREATORS	
Librarians	and	teachers	interested	in	having	
author,	illustrator	and	performer	visits	can	
check	members’	pages	on	the	CANSCAIP	
website	at	www.canscaip.org.

MANUSCRIPT	EVALUATION	and	COACHING		
Written	a	first	draft	and	need	feedback?	Need	a	
line-by-line	edit?	Completed	an	outline,	a	first	
chapter	and	a	last	chapter,	but	don’t	know	
where	to	go	from	there?	Playing	with	a	half-
written	manuscript	that	you’re	not	sure	merits	
your	continued	efforts?	If	your	manuscript	is	
aimed	at	a	child	or	teen	audience	and	you’re	
looking	for	some	honest	and	practical	
feedback,	Susan	Hughes	can	help.	Get	in	
touch	with	her	at	susanhughes@sympatico.ca	
or	refer	to	her	website	for	more	information:	
www.susanhughes.ca.

IS	YOUR	MAC	HOLDING	YOU	BACK?	
If	you’re	not	comfortable	with	your	Apple	
computer,	your	writing	software	and	your	file	
system,	you’re	probably	wasting	valuable	
creative	time	and	energy.	Rob	Morphy	can	
help	you	relax	and	get	writing.	One-on-one,	in	
home	(central	Toronto	for	now)	Apple	therapy.	
Get	back	to	work!	Contact	Rob	at	
rsmorphy@gmail.com.

SEMINARS	
For	information	about	PWAC	(Professional	
Writers	Association	of	Canada)’s	seminars	on	
freelance	writing	see	www.networds.ca.

More	memories	from	40	years	of	CANSCAIP:

Gordon	Penrose	(aka	Dr.	Zed	of	Owl	Magazine)	chats	with	
teenaged	Gordon	Korman	at	a	1981	meeting.

At	a	PYI,	Andrea	Wayne	Von	Konigslöw	sells	the	
CANSCAIP	poster.

mailto:tim@studiomograph.com
http://www.canscaip.org.
mailto:susanhughes@sympatico.ca
http://www.susanhughes.ca/
mailto:rsmorphy@gmail.com
http://www.networds.ca
mailto:cynthia.good@humber.ca
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